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BEFORE THE WASHINGTON STATE

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORT A TION COMMISSION

In the Matter of the Petition for )
Arbitration of an Amendment to ) DOCKET NO. UT -043013
Interconnection Agreements of )

) MCI's RESPONSE TO VERIZON
VERIZON NORTHWEST INC. ) PETITION FOR ARBITRATION

)
with )

)
COMPETITIVE LOCAL )
EXCHANGE CARRIERS AND )
COMMERCIAL MOBILE RADIO )
SERVICE PROVIDERS IN )
WASHINGTON )

)
)

Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. Section 252(b), )
and the Triennial Review Order.

Pursuant to section 252(b)(3) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 ("Act"), MClmetro

Access Transmission Services, LLC and MCI WorldCom Communications, Inc. (collectively,

"MCI") hereby file this response to Verizon's Petition for Arbitration, dated February 20, 2004,

and to Verizon's Update to Petition, dated March 19, 2004. Verizon has petitioned the

Commission to arbitrate amendments to its interconnection agreements with MCI (and all other

CLECs) proposed by Verizon on October 2,2003 to implement changes in Verizon's obligations

resulting from rules adopted by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") in its

Triennial Review Order ("TRO"). Verizon has supplemented its Petition for Arbitration with an

Update to Petition requesting that the proposed amendments to the parties' agreements reflect the

decision of the D.C. Circuit reviewing the TRO as well.

PRELIMINARY MATTERS
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As an initial matter, MCI reserves its rights with respect to whether this arbitration

process should be conducted on a consolidated basis, as requested by Verizon, and if so, to what

extent or degree. Under the Act and the terms of MCI's interconnection agreements with

Verizon, MCI is entitled to negotiate a change of law amendment with Verizon with respect to

its individual contract and to seek arbitration by the Commission of any resulting disputes.

Because of the nature of the TRO and the fact that many of MCI' s edits to V erizon' s proposed

amendment are intended to reflect more accurately the FCC's rules, MCI agrees that there may

be aspects of this proceeding that might be suitable for consolidated resolution.

In addition, MCI reserves its rights with respect to the position taken by Verizon that the

FCC has required that amendments implementing the TRO be implemented in accordance with

the timeframes set forth in section 252(b) of the Act. Specifically, MCI reserves the right to

argue, among other things, that in the TRO, the FCC did not mandate that the timing

requirements of 252(b) apply to the negotiation of amendments to contracts that contain a

change-of-law provision. Although MCI is willing to pursue this proceeding with Verizon at this

time, the current state of MCI' s negotiations with other incumbent local exchange carriers varies,

in part, because of the different change-of-law procedures specified in MCI's contracts with

those carriers. MCI reserves the right to argue that the change-of-law provisions in its

interconnection agreements, and not the timing requirements under section 252(b), are what

govern the process of negotiating and arbitrating amendments to implement the TRO.

In revising V erizon' s proposed language, MCI has edited the proposed amendment to

reflect the TRO in its entirety, as it went into effect on October 2,2003. MCI recognizes that for

certain of Verizon's proposed changes, namely, those noted in Verizon's Update to Petition,

Verizon relies as authority on the recent decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the
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District of Columbia Circuit in United States Telecom Association v. Federal Communications

Commission, Case No. 00-1012, decided March 2, 2004 C"USTA If'). As discussed below, MCI

disagrees with Verizon that UST A II has effected a "change of law" within the meaning of the

parties' interconnection agreements. Indeed, the D.C. Circuit's mandate has not yet issued and

its decision is not yet effective. Accordingly, MCI's position is that it would be inappropriate at

this time for the Commission to arbitrate amendments to the parties' agreements based upon the

D.C. Circuit's decision. MCI reserves the right to submit additional edits or changes as part of

this proceeding in the event that UST A II becomes effective during the course of this proceeding.

Finally, MCI reserves its rights to argue in this proceeding that Verizon has independent

obligations under state law and to provide the network elements that are the subject of the

proposed TRO Attachment and that those obligations should be set forth in the parties'

interconnection agreement.

DISCUSSION

As reflected in the detailed discussion below, MCI agrees in principle with much of

Verizon's proposed amendment to its interconnection agreements with MCI. MCI does object,

however, to certain of Verizon's proposals. Some of MCI's objections can be remedied with

minor changes to the phrasing of V erizon ' s proposed amendment; others require more

substantial additions to and/or rewording of V erizon' s proposed language. As explained below,

the great majority ofMCI's proposed revisions involve clarification and elaboration ofVerizon's

proposed amendment to conform it to the FCC's determinations in the TRO, and thus stem from

its desire, also expressed by Verizon, to "ensure that existing agreements are comprehensively

modified to bring them into accordance with the requirements of federal law." Verizon Pet. at 6.

For example, Verizon's proposed amendment does not explicitly address the parties' obligations
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with respect to line splitting, line conditioning, and combinations, all of which were reaffirmed

by the FCC in the TRO. MCI thus proposes additions to Verizon's proposal to make explicit

these obligations.

In what follows, MCI sequentially addresses Verizon's proposals, explaining to what

degree MCI agrees with these proposals, and, where MCI objects, explaining the nature of its

objection and offering proposed revisions to V erizon' s proposal. MCI also attaches to this

pleading a red-lined markup of Verizon's proposed amendment and attachments ("MCI

Revisions"), to which MCI will refer throughout the discussion below. This markup includes all

of MCI's proposed revisions to Verizon's submission at this time (subject to the reservations of

rights noted above), including a number of stylistic and technical edits that are not discussed in

the body of this pleading. In addition, a few of MCI' s proposed changes are of a global nature;

these proposed changes will be addressed below and flagged as global issues.

I. Amendment Terms and Conditions

MCI largely agrees with Verizon's proposed terms and conditions. MCI's primary

objection concerns Verizon's attempt prematurely to implement the D.C. Circuit's USTA II

decision in this arbitration proceeding through Verizon's Update to Petition and accompanying

revised amendment. The D.C. Circuit has not yet issued its mandate, and, as to the portions of

the TRO that the D.C. Circuit vacated, the court's decision is stayed for 60 days. Thus, the D.C.

Circuit's decision has not yet become effective. Moreover, even once the D.C. Circuit's decision

eventually triggers the "change of law" provisions of the parties' interconnection agreements, the

parties are still obliged under those agreements to negotiate for a period of time before

requesting arbitration by the Commission. MCI thus disagrees with Verizon's position that the

terms of the D.C. Circuit's decision should be incorporated into the parties' agreements at this

4
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juncture. Accordingly, MCI proposes to remove language from Verizon's proposed Amendment

Terms and Conditions that would inappropriately give the court's decision an immediate effect.

See MCI Revisions to Amendment Terms and Conditions §§ Preamble, 6.

Other than MCI's objections concerning Verizon's reliance on USTA II, MCI proposes

only minor wording changes, as reflected in the attached Revisions. First, MCI proposes

wording that would make clear that the parties' interconnection agreements remain in full force

and effect except to the extent explicitly modified by the amendment. See id. §§ 2, 5. To ensure

parity, MCI also proposes language reserving its rights, which mirrors Verizon's reservation of

rights. See id. § 6.1 Finally, the Commission should revise the provision concerning "Stay or

Reversal of the TRO" to ensure that the parties' original agreements remain in effect during any

stay of the TRO or in the event that the TRO is vacated or reversed. See id. § 6.

II. General Conditions (TRO Attachment 1)

A. Change of Law and Applicable Law (Global Issue)

MCI objects to Verizon's proposed amendment insofar as it contains unilateral change of

law provisions in favor of Verizon. Specifically, MCI objects to V erizon' s language in § 1.1

(which language reappears in many places elsewhere in the Attachment), which states that

Verizon's obligations flow "only to the extent required by both 47 V.S.C. § 251(c)(3) and 47

C.F.R. Part 51." Verizon TRO Attachment, § 1.1. The effect ofVerizon's proposed language is

to create a substantive condition precedent to specific Verizon obligations, and to all of

Verizon's obligations generally under the TRO Attachment, that would immediately free

Verizon ttom its obligations in the TRO Attachment if a change in the referenced law were to

remove the legal basis for a particular Verizon obligation.

I MCI proposes similar changes to other provisions ofVerizon's proposed amendment, in order to ensure

reciprocal reservation of rights. See, e.g., MCI Revisions TRO Attachment §§ 1.4,3.1.1.3
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MCI's proposed language in § 1.1 would articulate the appropriate framework of

Applicable Law for the entire amendment. For the same reasons, MCI proposes that Verizon's

proposed § 1.3 be revised to address changes in law generally and remove Verizon's ability to

unilaterally implement any such changes through its tariffs. See MCI Revisions § § 1.1, 1.3.

MCI's proposal would ensure that all change of law issues -those arising under the existing

agreement, as well as under the amendment -would be treated equally. That is, all changes of

law will be subject to the negotiation procedures set forth in this amendment, and Verizon would

not be able unilaterally to assert or implement (through its tariffs or otherwise) an alleged change

in law.

These changes impact many sections, including, but not limited to, MCI Revisions

§§ 1.1, 1.3,3.1.1.1,3.1.1.2,3.1.2.2,3.1.3.2,3.1.3.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.1.2, 3.3.2, 3.4.1, 3.4.3,

3.5.1,3.5.2,3.5.3,3.6.1,3.6.2.1.5,3.7.1, and 3.8.1.

B. Use of Network Elements (TRO Attachment 1.2)

MCI objects to V erizon' s proposed § 1.2, which would restrict MCI's use of UNEs in a

manner inconsistent with the current state of federal law. See, e.g., 47 C.F.R. § 51.309(a)-(d);

TRO " 135-153, 591-592. MCI thus proposes a revised § 1.2, which would consist of three

subsections that accurately implement the treatment of qualifying services and use restrictions

under the TRO and the FCC's revised rules. See MCI Revisions §§ 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3.

C. Non-Discrimination

In order to address Verizon's nondiscrimination obligations, MCI proposes adding two

new subsections to the General Conditions section ofVerizon's proposed TRO Attachment (§ 1),

as reflected in the attached Revisions. These subsections would bring the parties' agreements

into conformity with federal law with respect to nondiscrimination, a principle that the FCC
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reaffirmed in the TRO. See, e.g., TRO ~ 575 ("Pursuant to the statute, requesting carriers are

entitled to nondiscriminatory access to UNE combinations on just, reasonable, and

nondiscriminatory rates, terms and conditions."); id. ~ 592. Specifically, MCI's proposed §§ 1.5,

1.5.1, and 1.5.2 would explicitly recognize Verizon's nondiscrimination obligations, including

with respect to UNE combinations. See 47 C.F.R. §§ 51.307(a), 51.311(b); TRO ~~ 575,592. In

addition, MCI's proposed § 1.6 would make express Verizon's obligation to provide MCI with a

demarcation point on a nondiscriminatory basis. See 47 C.F .R. § 51.307(b).

III. Glossary (TRO Attachment § 2)

A. Ensuring Conformity With FCC Definitions (Global Issue)

The bulk of MCI's proposed changes to Verizon's proposed Glossary would bring the

definitions into conformity with the FCC's definitions in the TRO. Although Verizon claims that

its proposed Glossary "reflects the FCC's definitions in the Triennial Review Order," Verizon

Pet. at 7, this is not the case with respect to several of V erizon' s proposed definitions. For

example, MCI proposes adding language to Verizon's proposed definition of DS1 Loop to

conform with the definition set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 51.319(a)(4). See MCI Revisions § 2.8.

Similarly, MCI proposes a definition of local switching that tracks the FCC's definition of this

term in 47 C.F.R. § 51.319(d)(1). See MCI Revisions § 2.17. Changes of this type are reflected

in MCI's attached Revisions. See, e.g., MCI Revisions §§2.8, 2.10, 2.17,2.19,2.22,2.25.2

MCI also proposes removing from the proposed Glossary all uses by Verizon of the

phrase "that is provided on an unbundled basis pursuant to 47 V.S.C. § 251(c)(3) and 47 C.F.R.

Part 51." See, e.g., Verizon TRO Attachment §§ 2.2,2.3,2.6,2.7,2.15. This language is

2 MCI proposes removing "Tandem Switching" from the definition of Enterprise Switching, see MCI
Revisions § 2.10, because the FCC includes Tandem Switching within its definition of Local Switching -a term
already included in Verizon's proposed defmition of Enterprise Switching. Similarly, MCI proposes removing
Verizon's separate definition of Tandem Switching, see Verizon TRO Attachment § 2.23, and MCI's Revisions
reflect the removal of other references to this term throughout the document, see, e.g., MCI Revisions § 3.4.3.
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unnecessary to a description of the affected ternls, and it is confusing, as it has the potential to be

read as transfornling mere definitions into ternls and conditions of the parties' agreements.

Specifically with respect to Verizon's proposed definition of "Nonconforming Facility,"

Verizon TRO Attachment § 2.16, MCI proposes certain critical revisions. First, to reflect that

this ternl is a creation of the parties but creates no new legal obligations, MCI proposes that the

ternl be denoted as "Nonconfornling Elements." See MCI Revisions § 2.20. Second, MCI

proposes language clarifying the difference between changes in the legal status of elements that

should be handled under the Nonconfornling Elements provision and those that should be

handled under the Change of Law provisions of the parties' agreements. See id. In addition,

MCI suggests omitting Verizon's use of the word "otherwise," because that word creates

unnecessary ambiguity concerning which legal bodies can make non-impairnlent findings. See

id. MCI's proposed changes are reflected not only in the Glossary portion of the amendment, see

id., but where necessary throughout the amendment, and are further elaborated in MCI's

proposal regarding a transition period for Nonconfornling Elements, see id. § 3.8.

Finally, MCI disagrees with two of V erizon' s proposed definition changes contained in

Verizon's Update to Petition, namely, the suggested deletion of the definition of "Qualifying

Services" and the proposed revision to the definition of "Route." See Verizon Update to

Petition, TRO Attachment §§ 2.22, 2.23. According to Verizon, both of these changes are

required by the D.C. Circuit's USTA II decision. As an initial matter, the redefinition of "Route"

that Verizon proposes is not required by USTA II, because the court did not redefine the ternl as

used by the FCC, but merely suggested that the FCC erred by failing to consider the route

concept properly in its impairnlent analysis for dedicated transport. Moreover, as MCI has

explained, see I, supra, it is not appropriate to implement the Court's USTA II decision into the
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parties' agreements at this time. Thus, MCI proposes striking the revisions that Verizon has

argued are required by USTA II See MCI Revisions §§ 2.22 (restoring the definition of

"Qualifying Service); 2.23 (striking Verizon's proposed addition to the FCC's definition of

route).

B. Additional Definitions

MCI proposes that additional terms be added to the list of terms Verizon offers in its

proposed Glossary. MCI's proposed terms not only are relevant to an implementation of the

TRO, but would update the parties' agreements such that they are "comprehensively modified to

bring [them] into accordance with the requirements of federal law." Verizon Pet. at 6.

Specifically, MCI proposes adding definitions for Combination (Revisions § 2.2), Commingling

(MCI Revisions § 2.3, see 47 C.F.R. § 51.5; TRO ~ 579); Line Splitting (MCI Revisions § 2.16,

see 47 C.F.R. § 319(a)(1)(ii));3 Loop (MCI Revisions § 2.18, see 47 C.F.R. § 319(a); TRO

n.628); and Wire Center (MCI Revisions § 2.28).

C. Preventing Retroactive Effects (Global)

In several portions of V erizon' s proposed amendment, beginning in the proposed

Glossary, Verizon proposes that the obligations of the amendment be deemed effective October

2,2003. See, e.g., Verizon TRO Attachment § 2.16 ("prior to October 2,2003"). MCIopposes

this approach, because using a past date as the amendment's effective date would threaten to

retroactively impose the terms of the agreement on MCI's purchases under the agreements

between October 2, 2003 and the date that this amendment is executed. Such a retroactive effect

may not only be in conflict with the Change of Law provisions of the parties' agreements (which

3 In general, MCI's current agreements with Verizon do not explicitly include Line Splitting, and, in

accordance with the parties' shared goal of comprehensively modifying their agreement, MCI suggests explicitly
providing for line splitting and defining that term in accordance with the language in Verizon's Global Template

Agreement.
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call for negotiation, not immediate implementation of changes of law), but would also undermine

the FCC's recognition in the TRO of the value of a de facto transition period due to the

negotiation called for by many agreements' change of law provisions, see, e.g., TRO ~ 700.

Accordingly, MCI proposes deleting Verizon's references to October 2, 2003 as the

effective date of the amendment, and, where necessary, making other changes to V erizon' s

proposal to make clear that the effective date of the amendment is no earlier than the date that an

agreed-to amendment is executed by the parties. As reflected in the attached Revisions, MCI's

change includes, but_is not limited to, MCI Revisions §§ 2.20,3.1.1,3.1.1.2.1,3.1.3.2,3.1.3.3,

3.1.3.4,3.3.1,3.4.1,3.4.3,3.5.1,3.5.2,3.5.3, and 3.8.1.2.

IV. Loops (TRO Attachment § 3)

A. Hi-Cap Loops (TRO Attachment § 3.1.1)

As reflected in the attached Revisions, MCI recommends three minor substantive changes

to this section. First, MCI would strike the word "written," see MCI Revisions §§ 3.1.1.1 and

3.1.1.2, because written request (if, by that, Verizon means a letter or email) is not standard

practice, as MCI frequently requests UNEs from Verizon by automated processes that mayor

may not be deemed "written." Because these processes for ordering and provisioning are already

covered in the parties' existing agreements or pre-existing operational practices, there is no need

to address or modify those procedures in this Amendment. Second, MCI would modify

V erizon' s language in two minor respects to conform to FCC definitions of the relevant terms.

See MCI Revisions §§ 3.1.1.2.1 (no mention of "DS-3 equivalents" in 47 C.F.R. § 319(a)(5)(iii),

3.1.1.3 (same with respect to "class or grouping of locations in a particular market" and 47

C.F.R. § 319(a)(5)).4 Finally, MCI would add language to the Nonimpairment section to make

4 To the extent that Verizon argues that this "class or grouping of locations in a particular market" language

is required by UST A II, see Verizon Update to Petition, TRO Attachment § 3.1.13, Verizon is wrong. First of all,
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clear that the proposed procedures to address Nonconforming Elements would be implicated by a

relevant finding of nonimpairment. See MCI Revisions § 3.1.1.3. Adding such language is

appropriate not only because V erizon' s submission recognizes the need for a transition

mechanism, but also because absent such a mechanism, there would be the risk of a flash cut

disconnection ofMCI's facilities -an outcome that would be disastrous.

B. FTTH Loops (TRO Attachment § 3.1.2)

MCI generally agrees with Verizon's proposed language, subject to the minor changes

indicated in the attached Revisions. Among other things, MCI's revisions are intended to bring

these provisions into conformity with 47 C.F.R. § 319(a)(3)(ii). See MCI Revisions § 3.1.2.2.

C. Hybrid Loops Generally (TRO Attachment § 3.1.3)

MCI generally agrees with Verizon's proposed language, subject to the minor changes

indicated in the attached Revisions. Among other things, MCI's revisions are intended to bring

these provisions into conformity with 47 C.F.R. § 319(a)(2)(iii). See MCI Revisions §§ 3.1.3.2,

3.1.3.3,3.1.3.4.

D. IDLC Hybrid Loops (TRO Attachment § 3.1.4)

As reflected in the attached Revisions, MCI recommends four substantive changes to this

section. First, MCI proposes to delete section 3.1.4.2. Second, MCI proposes to modify the

language in section 3.1.4.1 to reflect the TRO's requirements that Verizon provide requesting

CLECs with one of the following options, in the case ofIDLC loops: 1) a spare copper loop, 2) a

UDLC loop, or 3) any technically feasible method of unbundled access. TRO at ~297. Third,

MCI recommends deleting the verb "endeavor" and using the term "where available" to make

clear V erizon' s affirmative obligation to provide MCI with a transmission path over hybrid loops

UST A II addressed this concept in the context of dedicated transport, not high-cap loops, and so there is no UST A II
holding on point. Moreover, as MCI has explained, it would be inappropriate to incorporate the effects of USTA II
into the parties' agreements at this juncture. See I, supra.
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served by IDLC; Verizon cites no basis in the TRO or the FCC's rules for any reduced standard.

See MCI Revisions § 3.1.4.1. Finally, MCI disagrees with V erizon' s proposal that "standard

provisioning intervals" and "perfomlance standards" do not apply to loops provisioned under this

section. See V erizon TRO Attachment § 3.1.4.3. Verizon has provided no support for its

proposal that these generally applicable standards should not apply, and, accordingly, the

Commission should modify this section to make clear that such standards do apply to V erizon' s

obligations described in this section. See MCI Revisions § 3.1.5.

E. Retirement of Copper Loops (MCI Revisions § 3.1.6)

V erizon' s proposed amendment omits a description of its obligations with respect to the

retirement of copper loops, as described in the TRO and the FCC's new rules. See 47 C.F.R.

§ 319(a)(3)(iii); TRO ~ 283. Accordingly, MCI proposes adding a new section addressing this

topic, in confomlity with the FCC's description thereof. See MCI Revisions § 3.1.6.

F. Line Sharing and Line Splitting (TRO Attachment § 3.2, MCI Revisions

§ 3.2)

MCI proposes directly addressing new line sharing arrangements and the FCC's

contemplated transition mechanism for these arrangements, see 47 C.F.R. § 51.319(a)(I)(i), in

this amendment, and thus disagrees strongly with Verizon that "separate agreements" between

the parties will be necessary for MCr to receive the benefit of new line sharing arrangements and

the line sharing transition mechanism outlined in the TRO. See Verizon TRO Attachment

§ 3.2.1.1. To this end, MCI proposes a substantial modification to Verizon's proposed line

sharing provisions, as reflected in the attached Revisions. Verizon proposes that a "separate,

non-§ 251 wholesale arrangement," Verizon Pet. at 15, is the proper forum for the parties to

address new line sharing arrangements because the FCC made a national finding of

nonimpaimlent with respect to line sharing, and thus, according to Verizon, new line sharing
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arrangements are now outside the scope of interconnection agreements arbitrated under Section

251 of the Act. Not only has Verizon offered no reasoning to support this position, see Verizon

Pet. at 14-15, but this position is inconsistent with the FCC's rules and would drain meaning

from the line sharing arrangements established by the FCC in the TRO. MCI is concerned that

Verizon will invoke its "second agre.ement" proposal to create an unwarranted delay in providing

critically needed line-sharing arrangements. Accordingly, MCI proposes removing the "separate

agreement" requirement from this section of the amendment, thereby encompassing within the

amendment new line sharing arrangements established pursuant to the TRO. See MCI Revisions

§ 3.2.1.1. To the same end, MCI proposes adding language to this section directly addressing

V erizon' s obligation to provide a Line Sharing transition mechanism and the details of that

mechanism, as described by the FCC. See id. § 3.2.2.5

Unlike Verizon's Global Template Agreement, many ofVerizon's contracts with MCI do

not address the topic of line splitting. Thus, to ensure that V erizon' s proposed amendment

brings its agreement with MCI into conformity with present law, see Verizon Pet. at 5-6, MCI

proposes including a section entitled Line Splitting, which will incorporate the terms of

Verizon's Global Template Agreement. See MCI Revisions § 3.2.3. MCI also proposes

additional language to address line splitting arrangements in the context of a UNE loop

arrangement. See MCI Revisions §3.2.3.1.

Similarly, many of Verizon's contracts with MCI do not address the topic of line

conditioning. Thus, to ensure that V erizon' s proposed amendment brings its agreement with

MCI into conformity with present law, see Verizon Pet. at 5-6, MCI proposes including a section

5 In addition, MCI proposes adding language to Verizon's description of Grandfathered Line Sharing, see

MCI Revisions § 3.2.1.2, in order to bring that section into conformity with the FCC's rules, see TRO ~ 264.
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entitled Line Conditioning, which will incorporate the teffils of the FCC's rules regarding line

conditioning. See MCI Revisions § 3.2.4.

V. Subloops (TRO Attachment § 3.3)

Subject to MCI's proposed changes in the attached Revisions (which address concerns

already discussed about retroactivity and change of law, see II.A., III.C, supra), MCI agrees with

Verizon's subloops proposal. See MCI Revisions §§ 3.3.1, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.1.2, 3.3.1.2.2, 3.3.2.

However, MCI notes Verizon's inexplicable omission of a section entitled "Sub-Loop Access to

Multiunit Premises," which appears as section 3.3.1 in the TRO Attachment in the amendment

proposed by Verizon in several other states. MCI proposes that the language be included in the

amendment.

VI. Local Switching (TRO Attachment §§ 3.4.1-3.4.2 & 3.4.4)

Subject to MCI's proposed changes in the attached Revisions (which address concerns

already discussed about retroactivity, change of law, and confoffility with FCC definitions, see

II.A., III.C, n.2, supra), MCI agrees with Verizon's proposal concerning local switching. See

MCI Revisions § 3.4.1. MCI also proposes additional language to implement the decision of the

FCC in the Virginia arbitration with respect to customized routing.6 See id. § 3.4.4. Finally,

MCI disagrees with V erizon' s proposal in its Update to Petition that the teffil "conditional" be

used to describe V erizon' s obligation to provide mass market switching, because V erizon' s

obligation is not conditional and may not be unilaterally altered by Verizon. See MCI Revisions

§ 3.4.1. To the extent Verizon suggests that the D.C. Circuit's USTA 11 decision renders

Verizon's obligation conditional, MCI objects for reasons previously articulated. See I, supra.

6 In the Matter of Petition ofWoridCom, Inc. Pursuant to Section 252(e)(5) of the Communications Act for

Preemption of the Jurisdiction of the Virginia State Corporation Commission Regarding Interconnection Disputes
with Verizon Virginia Inc., and for Expedited Arbitration, CC Docket No. 00-218, Memorandum Opinion and Order
(rei. July 17,2002) ("Virginia Arbitration Order") at ~~ 532-536.
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VII. SignalingiDatabases (TRO Attachment § 3.4.3)

Subject to MCI's proposed changes in the attached Revisions (which address concerns

already discussed about retroactivity, change of law, and confofnlity with FCC definitions, see

II.A., III.C, n.2, supra), MCI agrees with Verizon's proposal concerning signaling and call-

related databases. See MCI Revisions § 3.4.3.

VIII. Interoffice Facilities (TRO Attachment § 3.5)

Subject to MCI's proposed changes in the attached Revisions (which address concerns

already discussed about retroactivity, change of law, and the inapplicability of written requests to

this context, see II.A., III.C, .IV.A., supra), MCI agrees with Verizon's proposal concerning

interoffice facilities. See MCI Revisions §§ 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.5.2.1, 3.5.3, 3.5.3.1.

IX. Commingling and Combinations (TRO Attachment § 3.6)

A. Commingling (TRO Attachment § 3.6.1)

As an initial matter, it is MCI's view that its present agreement with Verizon, which is

silent on the topic of commingling, pefnlits commingling, and MCI reserves the right to argue

accordingly in other proceedings and in other fora. Nonetheless, MCI agrees that it would be

useful to detail V erizon' s obligations with respect to commingling in the present amendment.

With respect to the substance of V erizon' s proposed language in TRO Attachment

§ 3.6.1, MCI generally agrees, but believes that certain changes are necessary to make clear the

affirmative nature of V erizon' s obligations, and to confofnl these obligations to the FCC rules.

See MCI Revisions § 3.6.1. In addition to stating explicitly the nature ofVerizon's obligations,

MCI's proposal makes clear that Verizon shall charge MCI for commingled UNEs and

wholesale services on an "element-by-element" and "service-by-service" basis. See id.

Moreover, MCI opposes and would delete Verizon's proposed language concerning a
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"nonrecurring charge. ...intended to offset V erizon' s costs of implementing and managing

commingled arrangements," Verizon TRO Attachment § 3.6.1, because Verizon has provided

neither an adequate explanation for the necessity of such a charge, nor a cost study to support

that charge. In addition, similar to MCI's objections elsewhere, see IV.D., supra, MCI disagrees

with V erizon' s proposal that "standard provisioning intervals" and "performance measures and

remedies" do not apply to commingling. Verizon TRO Attachment § 3.6.1. Verizon has

provided no support for its proposal that these generally applicable standards should not apply,

and MCI would thus modify this section to make clear that such standards do apply to Verizon's

obligations described in this section. See MCI Revisions § 3.6.1. Finally, MCI proposes adding

language to this provision recognizing that the parties' amended agreement satisfies Verizon's

tariffs concerning commingling, and that Verizon shall not change such tariffs absent an

amendment of the parties' agreement. See id.

B. High-Cap Looprfransport Combinations Eligibility Criteria (TRO
Attachment § 3.6.2)

MCI has no objection in principle to most of V erizon' s proposal concerning Service

eligibility criteria, but nonetheless proposes a substantial revision of the relevant provisions, as

reflected in the attached Revisions, largely to ensure conformity with the FCC's rules.

First, MCI proposes additional language to make clear, in accordance with the FCC's

rules, that eligibility criteria are applicable only to high-capacity loop and transport facilities, and

not to "lower capacity EELs, other combinations, or individual network elements." MCI

Revisions § 3.6.2.1.5; see MCI Revisions § 3.6.2. Second, rather than merely reference the

"service eligibility criteria set forth in 47 C.F.R. § 51.318," Verizon TRO Attachment

§ 3.6.2.1.5, MCI would incorporate these service eligibility criteria explicitly, for the sake of

clarity and completeness, see MCI Revisions § 3.6.2.2 (and subsections). MCI's proposed
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language regarding service eligibility criteria is grounded not only in 47 C.F .R. § 51.318, but

also in TRO ~~ 602-611, and MCI's Revisions reflect other minor changes to Verizon's proposed

§ 3.6.2 (and subsections) based on the language of the FCC's rules. Third, and similarly, MCI

proposes adding a new subsection making express the FCC's ruling, see TRO ~ 577, that no

terms and conditions other than those described in the amendment may be imposed by Verizon

on MCI's purchases of EELs. See MCI Revisions ~ 3.6.2.4. And, in the same vein, MCI

proposes revisions to V erizon' s proposed language regarding high-capacity EEL auditing, see

MCI Revisions § 3.6.2.5; this language conforms with the FCC's discussion of such auditing in

TRO ~~ 625-629.

In addition to these changes, MCI proposes moving Verizon's provisions involving

conversions, see Verizon TRO Attachment §§ 3.6.2.3-3.6.2.6, to a freestanding section, see MCI

Revisions § 3.9. MCI believes that it is necessary to remove the conversions provisions from

their present location (within the EELs discussion), because conversions are not only applicable

to EELs, but can affect other UNEs, such as stand-alone loops. MCI discusses this proposed

new section below. See XII, infra.

C. Combinations (MCI Revisions § 3.6.3)

Verizon's proposed § 3.6 is entitled "Commingling and Combinations," but does not

contain provisions detailing the parties' obligations with respect to combinations. Moreover, the

parties' current agreements are outdated with respect to combinations, and an express description

of these obligations would bring the parties' agreements into conformity with federal law.

Accordingly, MCI proposes the addition of new provisions, see MCI Revisions § 3.6.3 (and

subsections) tracking the FCC's relevant rules, see 47 C.F .R. § 51.3 I 5 (a)-(f); TRO ~~ 573-574.

X. Routine Network Modifications (TRO Attachment § 3.7)
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MCI approves of Verizon's approach of treating loops and transport together, with

respect to routine network modifications. However, MCI proposes several revisions to Verizon's

General Conditions provision, see MCI Revisions § 3.7.1, to bring the language of that provision

into conformity with the relevant FCC rules, see 47 C.F.R. §§ 3l9(a)(8), (e)(5). (These MCI

revisions concern changes proposed by Verizon in both its initial Petition for Arbitration and its

Update to Petition.) In addition, as it has objected elsewhere, see IV.D., IX.A., supra, MCI

objects to V erizon' s proposal that "standard provisioning-intervals" and "performance measures

and remedies" do not apply to commingling. Verizon TRO Attachment. § 3.7.2. Verizon has

provided no support for its proposal that these generally applicable standards should not apply,

and MCI would thus modify this section to make clear that such standards do apply to Verizon's

obligations described in this section. See MCI Revisions § 3.7.2.

XI. Non-Conforming Elements (TRO Attachment § 3.8)

A threshold concern with respect to non-conforming elements is the proper definition

thereof (and distinguishing such elements from legal changes that implicate the Change of Law

provisions of the parties' agreements). MCI has discussed this issue above. See III.A, supra.

With respect to Verizon's proposed transitional provisions for such elements, MCI has proposed

significant revisions. See MCI Revisions § 3.8 (and subsections). These revisions generally

accept V erizon' s proposal in substance, but would explicate the transition mechanism in greater

detail. In essence, MCI's proposed changes fall into three categories.

First, with regard to switching, MCI proposes minor changes to V erizon' s proposal that

would ensure that the time periods described both would track the effective date of the

amendment and would permit MCI to complete certain tasks ahead of schedule. See MCI

Revisions §§ 3.8.1.1, 3.8.1.2. In a,ddition, MCI has proposed language that would make clear
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what the FCC rules contemplate: that mass market switching would be subject to the rates, terms

and conditions of the parties' agreement during the transition period. See id. § 3.8.1.1.

Second, concerning "Other Nonconforming Elements," Verizon TRO Attachment

§ 3.8.2, MCI proposes a substantial expansion of this section, in order to set forth clear and

detailed options and procedures upon a finding that MCI (or CLECs generally) is no longer

impaired with respect to a particular location, route, or geographic market. Of particular

significance, MCI's modifications would expressly provide for the option of transferring a

service from Verizon's facilities to that ofMCI or another CLEC, see MCI Revisions § 3.8.2.2.5.

This option concerns a reality -Verizon-to-CLEC transitions -that the parties will necessarily

encounter upon findings of non-impairment, because the entire basis for a nonimpairment

finding is that the CLEC should be able to provide the element itself, or that adequate

competitive supply exists with respect to a particular location, route, or market. Thus, MCI

explicates a procedure for transferring from Verizon to a CLEC that will place appropriate

incentives on the parties to complete efficiently such transitions. In addition, MCI proposes

language detailing the procedures and requirements for the various types of conversions

recognized in Verizon's proposal. See MCI Revisions §§ 3.8.2.2.1-3.8.2.2.4, 3.8.2.3. Finally,

MCI proposes building a degree of flexibility into the transition deadlines, based upon the scope

of the transition and the use of automation, see id. §§ 3.8.2.1, 3.8.2.2, and specifies the details

that Verizon should include in a "Transition Notice," id. § 3.8.2. Though lengthy, MCI's

proposed changes to TRO Attachment § 3.8.2 are largely consistent with Verizon's treatment of

nonconforming elements, and merely add the detail needed to ensure that transitions will happen

smoothly, predictably, and with minimal debate about the meaning of the parties' agreements.
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Finally, MCI suggests minor changes and clarifications to Verizon's proposal regarding

substitute services, as reflected in the attached Revisions. See MCI Revisions § 3.8.3.

XII. Conversions (MCI Revisions § 3.9)

As MCI has explained, see IX.B., supra, it proposes to treat conversions in a standalone

section, because various UNEs may be subject to conversions. At present, MCI and Verizon still

need to finalize and implement a conversion process that meets the needs of both parties and

permits conversion to proceed consistent with the FCC's rules. Accordingly, MCI has suggested

modifications to Verizon's language to permit the parties to move forward processing

conversions on a manual project basis at this time until such time as an automated process is

agreed-upon and implemented, see MCI Revisions § 3.9 (and subsections). In addition, MCI has

proposed additional language intended to bring the conversion provisions into conformity with

the applicable FCC rules, see 47 C.F.R. § 51.316; TRO~~ 585-589.

XIII. Pricing Exhibit

With respect to V erizon ' s Pricing Exhibit to the TRO Attachment and all other references

in Verizon's proposed amendment to this Pricing Exhibit, MCI expressly reserves its rights to

dispute the prices proposed therein, and nothing in this pleading or MCI's Revisions markup of

Verizon's proposal should be read to indicate MCI's agreement to Verizon's proposed prices.

Furthermore, MCI requests that the Commission order Verizon to produce cost studies in support

of the prices it has proposed to the Commission in this proceeding. MCI's position is that new

prices may take effect only after Verizon has produced cost studies to support its proposed rates

and the Commission has approved the proposed rates, and that it would be inequitable and too

uncertain to leave pricing decisions within Verizon' s discretion as it "develop [ s] such Charges" -

as V erizon' s proposal contemplates, see Verizon Pricing Exhibit § 1.2.
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Reflecting these overarching concerns, MCI proposes a modest restructuring and revision

of the Pricing Exhibit. First, MCI proposes that § 1.2 be revised to indicate that a finalized

pricing attachment will include only Commission-approved prices, and that subsequent revisions

to these prices by the Commission will be automatically incorporated into the parties'

agreements. See MCI Pricing Revisions § 1.2. In order to prevent Verizon from having

unilateral control over prices -which would be patently inequitable -MCI proposes deleting

Verizon's language providing for Verizon's sole control over pricing. See id. Second, MCI

revises § 1.3, both to remove language proposed by Verizon that would be redundant in light of

MCI's revised § 1.2, as well as to provide a process for negotiation and litigation of prices that

have not yet been set by the Commission. See id. § 1.3.7

Dated this 12th day of April 2004.

Respectfully submitted,

MCI

303 390 6333 (fax)
mi chel. singer_nelson@mci.com

7 See Virginia Arbitration Order at ~~ 619;.621.
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I hereby certify that I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing on the following:

Please see attached Service List

i Sent by the following indicated method or methods:
i

a By faxing full, true, and correct copies thereof to
the attorneys at the fax numbers shown above, which
are the last known fax numbers for the attorneys'
offices, on the date set forth below. The receiving
fax machines were operating at the time of service and
the transmissions were properly completed, according
to the attached confirmation reports.

~ By mailing full, true, and correct copies thereof in
sealed, first-class postage-prepaid envelopes,
addressed to the attorneys as shown above, the last-
known office addresses of the attorneys, and deposited
with the United States Postal Service at Seattle,
Washington, on the date set forth below.

a By sending full, true, and correct copies thereof via
overnight courier in sealed, prepaid envelopes,
addressed to the attorneys as shown above, the last-
known office addresses of the attorneys, on the date
set forth below.

a By causing full, true and correct copies thereof to be
hand-delivered to the attorneys at the attorneys'
last-known office addresses listed above on the date
set forth below.

of Bye-mailing to the e-mail addresses as noted on the
attached service list.

DATED 9th of April, 2004

~ ...ll!tK: ,~/<--~ild Ktft~~h~~- --
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APPENDIX A

PARTIES REPRESENTATIVES
DOCKET NO. UT-043013 Updated 3/30/04

COMPANY I REPRESENTATIVE II PHONE II FAX I E-MAIL ADDRESS

I AND ADDRESS II NUMBER II NUMBER I

Adelphia Business (Paper & Fax Service)
;

Solutions, Inc.; EDWARDW:KIRSCH 202-424-7877 202-424-7643 ewkirsch@swidlaw.com
Allegiance Telecom of Swidler Berlin Shereff
W A; DSLnet.com, Friedman, LLP
Focal Communica- 300 K Street NW -Suite 300
t. ICG T I Washington, D.C. 2007-5116
IOnS; e ecom

Group, Inc.; Integra ..
T I I L I 3 (E-mau ServIce only)e ecom, nc.; eve
C . t .PHILIP J. MACRES ~jmacres@swidlaw.com

ommumca Ions;

McLeodUSA Telecom
Services; Pac-West
Telecomm, Inc.

AT&T (Paper & Fax Service)
Communications of LETTYS.D..FRIESEN 303-298-6475 281-664-6301 lsfriesen@att.com
the Pacific Northwest, AT&T Law Department
Inc, and AT&T Local 1875 Lawrence Street
Services (TCG Seattle) Suite 1575

Denver, CO 80202

(E-mail Service only)
ADAM WALCZAK 303-298-6957 303-298-6301 awalczak@att.com
AT&T Law Department
1875 Lawrence Street
Room 14-41
Denver, CO 80202
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COMPETITIVE (Paper & Fax Service)
CARRIER ~DREWM.KLEIN 202-887-1257 202-955-9792 aklein@kelleydrye.com

COALITION Kelley, Drye & Warren, LLP
(Advanced Telecom 1200 19th Street, N.W.
Group, Inc., BullsEye Washington D.C. 20036
Telecom Inc.,
Comcast Phone of (E-mail Service Only)
Washington LLC, GENEVIEVE MORELLI gmorelli@kelle~drye.com
Covad Commu-
nications Company, MICHAEL B. HAZZARD mhazzard@kelleydrye.com
Global Crossing
Local Services, Inc.,
KMC Telecom V HEATHER T. hhendrickson@kelle~drye.com
Inc., and Winstar HENDRICKSON

Communications I
LLC
Centel (Paper & Fax Service)

..
Communications BROOKSE.HARLOW 206-622-8484 206-622-7485 brooks.harlow@millernash.com

Miller Nash LLP
4400 Two Union Square
601 Union Street
Seattle, WA 98101

(E-mail Service Only)
HONG HUYNH 503-205-2485 503-224-0155 Hong.hu~nh@millernash.com
Miller Nash LLP
111 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204

Covad (Paper & Fax Service).
Communications KAREN SH.ORESMAN 720-208-1069 720-208-3350 kframe@covad.com

c.Company FRAME
Covad Communications Co.
7901 Lowry Blvd.
Denver CO 80230
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NORTHWEST (Paper & Fax Service)
COMPETITIVE BROOKSE. HARLOW 206-622-8484 206-622-7485 brooks.harlow@millemash.com
COMMUNICATION Miller Nash LLP
COALITION 4400 Two Union Square
(Eschelon Telecom 601 Union Street
of Washington, Seattle, WA 98101
Inc.; Stan
Efferding, d/b/a (E-mail Service Only)
Vilaire) HONG HUYNH 503-205-2485 503-224-0155 Hong.huxnh@millemash.com

Miller Nash LLP
111 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204

Pac-West (Paper & Fax Service)
Telecomm, Inc. GREGORYJ..KOPTA 206-628-7692 206-628-7699 gregkoRta@dwt.com

Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
2600 Century Square
1501 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101-1688

Sprint (Paper & Fax Service)
Communications WILLIAME. 541-387-9439 541-387-9753 Tre.e.Hendricks.iii@mail.sRrint.com
Company, LP HENDRICKS, III
.Sprint Corporation

902 Wasco Street
Hood River, OR 97031

Verizon Northwest (Paper & Fax Service)
Inc. TIMOTHY].. 206-624-0900 206-386-7500 tjoconnell@stoel.com

-

O'CONNELL
Stoel Rives, LLP
One Union Square
600 University Street
Suite 3600
Seattle W A 98101

AARONM.PAN~R 202-326-7900 202-326-7999 a~anner@khhte.com
Kellogg, Huber, Hansen,
Todd & Evans, P.L.L.C.
Sumner Square
1615 M Street N.W.
Suite 400
Washington D.C. 20036

, ..
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World Com, Inc. (Paper & Fax Service)
and its MICHEL SINGER 303-390-6106 303-390-6333 michel.singer nelson@mci.com
subsidiaries in W A NELSON
(n/k/a MCI Inc.) Regulatory Attorney

MCI, Inc.
70717th Street, Suite 4200
Denver, CO 80202 !

XO Washington, (Paper & Fax Service)
Inc. GREGORYJ, KOP'IA 206-628-7692 206-628-7699 g!egko~ta@dwt.com

Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
2600 Century Square
1501 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101-1688

Presiding ANN E. RENDAHL 360-664-1144 360-664-2654 arendahl@wutc.wa.gov
Arbitrator/ 1300 S Evergreen Park Dr SW [ALD fax
Administrative P.O. Box 47250 only -do
Law Judge Olympia WA 98504-7250 not use to

file]
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APPENDIX B

PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE
DOCKET NO. UT -043103

EVENT DATE

Responses to Sprint's Motion to Dismiss April 6, 2004

Replies to Responses to Sprint's Motion
Answers to Verizon's Updated Petition April 13, 2004
Deadline for filinA diS-E-ositive motions

Responses to any motions filed on April 13 April 27, 2004

Replies to responses to April 13 motions May 4, 2004

Prehearing Conference May 14, 2004 -9:30 a.m.

Hearings TBD

Initial Briefs TBD

Responsive Briefs [no later than July 9,2004]

Arbitrator's Report and Decision July 27, 2004
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AMENDMENT NO.

to the

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT

between

[VERIZON LEGAL ENTITY]

and

[CbeC-.M.glFULL NAME] I

This Amendment No. [NUMBER] (the "Amendment") is made by and between Verizon [LEGAL
ENTITY] ("Verizon"), a [STATE OF INCORPORATION] corporation with offices at [VERIZON STATE
ADDRESS], and [FULL CLEC NAME], a [CORPORATION/PARTNERSHIP] with offices at fGbeG

I.".QgReSSj 220Q1_~o!:!gou_~ QQunty Parkway. Ashburn. VA 20147 ("***CLEC Acronym TXT***"), and
shall be deemed effective [FOR CALIFORNIA] upon Commission approval pursuant to Section 252 of
the Act (the" Amendment Effective Date").] [FOR ALL OTHER STATES: on (the
"Amendment Effective Date").] Verizon and ***ClEC Acronym TXT*** are hereinafter referred to
collectively as the "Parties" and individually as a "Party". This Amendment covers services in Verizon's
service territory in the [State or Commonwealth] of [STATE/COMMONWEALTH NAME OF

AGREEMENT] (the "State"/"Commonwealth").

WITNESSETH:

NOTE: DELETE THE FOLLOWING WHEREAS SECTION ONLY IF CLEC's AGREEMENT

HAS USED AN ADOPTION LETTER:
[WHEREAS, Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** are Parties to an Interconnection

Agreement under Sections 251 and 252 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended [the "Act"]
dated flNSERT DATE] (the" Agreement"); and]

NOTE: INS E RT THE FOLLOWING WHEREAS SECTION ONLY IF CLEC's AGREEMENT

USED AN ADOPTION LETTER:
[WHEREAS, pursuant to an adoption letter dated [INSERT DATE OF ACTUAL ADOPTION

LETTER] (the "Adoption letter"), ***ClEC Acronym TXT*** adopted in the [State or Commonwealth] of
[STATE/COMMONWEALTH NAME], the interconnection agreement between [NAME OF UNDERLYING
CLEC AGREEMENT] and VERIZON (such Adoption Letter and underlying adopted interconnection
agreement referred to herein collectively as the "Agreement"); and]

WHEREAS, the Federal Communications Commission (the "FCC") released an order on August
21 2003 in CC Docket Nos. 01-338, 96-98, and 98-147 (the "Triennial Review Order" or "TRO"), which
be~ame effective as of October 2, 2003; and

WHEREAS, on March 2, 2004, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (the "D.C.
Circuit") issued a decision affirming in part and vacating in part the TRO (the "D.C. Circuit Decision")..
and as to the ortions of the TRO that the D.C. Circuit vacated the D.C. Circuit Decision immediatel
stayed for a period of at least sixty (60) days such vacatur; and

I-~I j
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WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 2S2(a)(1) of the [NOTE: IF CLEC'S AGREEMENT IS AN
ADOPTION, REPLACE "Act" WITH: "the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, (the "Act")]
Act, the Parties wish to amend the Agreement in order to give contractual effect to the provisions of the
TRO aR9 seFtaiR as~ests ef tl:le Q.G. GiFs~it QesisieR as set forth herein; and I

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and mutual agreements set forth herein,
the Parties agree to amend the Agreement as follows:

1. The Parties agree that the Agreement should be amended by the addition of the rates,
terms and conditions set forth in the TRO Attachment and the Pricing Attachment to the
TRO AttachmentmeR9meAt (including Exhibit A) attached hereto. The TRO Attachment
and the Pricin Attachment to the TRO Attachment includin Exhibit A are hereb
iocorgorated by reference into this Amendment. The TRO Attachment and the Pricing
Attachment to the TRO ./l.meR9meRt Attachment (including Exhibit A) shall apply
notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or a Verizon tariff or a Verizon
Statement of Generally Available Terms and Conditions ("SGAT").

2. ~onflict. !2etwe~n tbis Amendment and the Aareement. This Amendment shall be
deemed to revise the terms and provisions of the Agreement Q.!}JY-to the extent I
necessary to give effect to the terms and provisions of this Amendment. In the event of
a conflict between the terms and provisions of this Amendment and the terms and
provisions of the Agreement. this Amendment shall govern, provided, however, that the I
fact that a term or.provision appears in this Amendment but not in the Agreement, or in
the Agreement but not in this Amendment, shall not be interpreted as, or deemed
grounds for finding, a conflict for purposes of this Section 2.

3. Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of
which when so executed and delivered shall be an original and all of which together
shall constitute one and the same instrument.

4. Captions. The Parties acknowledge that the captions in this Amendment have been
inserted solely for convenience of reference and in no way define or limit the scope or
substance of any term or provision of this Amendment.

5. Scope of Amendment. This Amendment shall amend, modify and revise the Agreement
only to the extent set forth expressly in Section 1 of this Amendment, and exceot to the
~xtent set ~o~h .i.n Sec~io~ 1- Qf !his Amendment. the terms and orovisions of the
Aqr~~men.t s~,all ~emain in full force and effect after the Amendment Effective Date. As
used herein, the Agreement, as revised and supplemented by this Amendment, shall be
referred to as the "Amended Agreement." Nothing in this Amendment shall be deemed
to amend or extend the term of the Agreement, or to affect the right of a Party to
exercise any right of termination it may have under the Agreement.

6. Stay or Reversal. Notwithstanding any contrary provision in the Agreement, this
Amendment, or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, nothing contained in the Agreement, this
Amendment, or any Verizon tariff or SGAT shall limit the Parties'VeFi~eR's right.§. to I
appeal, seek reconsideration of or otherwise seek to have stayed, modified, reversed or
invalidated any order, rule, regulation, decision, ordinance or statute issued by the
[***State Commission TXT***], the FCC, any court or any other governmental authority
related to, concerning. or that may affect \!eFi~eA's either Parties' obligations or riqhts I
under the Agreement, this Amendment, any Verizon tariff or SGAT, or Applicable Law.

!.he ~arties a~k.~ow!ed~e ~!!:t- gertain orovisions of the TRO (alona with a Writ of
Mandamus relatin to the TRO were sub.ect to review b the D.C. Circuit and that the
~:C. ~i~cuit D~~ision. with.~e§~ect!Q those oortions of the TRO vacated bv the D.C.
Circuit. has not become effective. Notwithstanding any other provision in the

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804+RG-AmeOOffie R~~08Q4~G+RG-Ame~t-MC~ReO1j~2B
IG326O4,OOG
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Agreement, this Amendment, or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, should the FCC, the D.C.
Circuit throu h the mandate of the D.C. Circuit Decision becomin effective or
otherwise), or the United States Supreme Court issue a stay of.. or vacate. any or all of
the TRO's provisions, eF s~e~IEI tRe Q.G. GiFs~it eF tRe YRited States S~;::':eR=le Ge~Ft
iss~~a sta,' _~f aR~' eF all ef tRe Q. G. GiFs~it QesisieR's pFe':isieRs,-any terms and
conditions of this Amendment that implement the stayed provisions shall be suspended,
and shall have no force and effect, from the effective date of such stay or vacatur until
the stay or vacatur is lifted. ~n~ f?r the Quration of such stav or vacatur the oriainal

rovisions of the A reement shall remain in effect as if the were not amended b this
Amendment.

.:h1c7. Joint Work Product. This Amendment is a joint work product, and any ambiguities in this
Amendment shall not be construed by operation of law against either Party.

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 04080 -R~iAe-¥:J~1=RO-AmeMmeRt ~.~GI ReGliRe V2B
I();J.26~QG
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be executed as of the
Amendment Effective Date.

***CLEC Full Name TXT*** VERIZON***IF Verizon Company Full Name 2 TXT
!= ""***

By: By:

Printed: Printed:

Title: Title:

[FOR CALIFORNIA, FLORIDA AND PENNSYLVANIA ONLY, ADD:]

Date: Date:

c:
,1

I0326040400
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TRO Attachment

1. General Conditions

1.1 No~ithstanding .any other provision of the .Agree~ent, this Amendme~tJ:put subject tQ
ISection 1.3 of this Attachment), or any Verlzon tariff or SGAT4a:} Verlzon shall be

obligated to provide access to unbundled Network Elements ("UNEs"), combinations of
unbundled Network Elements ("Combinations"), or UNEs G.Q.ommingled with wholesale
services ("GemmiRgliRg"-), to ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** under the terms of th§.f6

~§~fG)f3) aRe 47 G.~.R. PaR &=1-.

1 2 Use of Network Elements..~ 1.2.1 ** m TXT*** ma twork Elem Combination to

ature functi or service 0 such Network

~,!,..~~~L"1°~ ~o",m_~i~L..~~oAn.~~~aDaD!e ot.DroviQina. Exceot as set forth In
Section 3.6.2.2 of this Attachment as it a' ..EELs Verizon
shall not im ose limitations restrictions uests for or
~~~*~~ of. Network Elements for the service ~--lILt:.L; Acronvm TXT*** se~
to offer.

ca abilit of a Network Element ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** is entitled to

replace the Netwo[k Element,

-1-:-21.2.3 twork Element or ..on

Services. ***CL
r Combination to

or uses the sa r
ses of this Se
NOT a Quali ce

ervices and da a services
rovi e on an In erexc an e aslS. ***

1.3 Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement, this Amendment, or any Verizon
tariff or SGAT, if the FCC or the ates rules or
r ..orders or orders which

rovision of eriall alter the
0 e services n the Amended
A Parties sh in order to amend
t ent to su m to such rules
r .In the ev ndment within
t the date a me effective
t en e ales s a I resolve th ures set forth in
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the dis ute resolution rovisions of the Amended A reementte tl:le e*teAt \!eFi~eA is

1.4 Verizon reserves the right to argue in any proceeding before the [***State Commission
TXT***] , the FCC.. or another governmental body of competent jurisdiction that an item
identified in the Agreement or this Amendment as a Network Element (a) should nQtis
Ret~ a Network Element under 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(3), (b) shouldis-not ~a Network
Element!b.§!.. Verizon is required by 47 U.S.C. § 251 (c)(3) to provide to ***CLEC
Acronym TXT***, or (c) ~houlQ..is-~an item that Verizon is not required to offer to
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** at the rates set forth in the Amended Agreement. ***CLEC
Acron m TXT*** reserves the ri ht to ar ue in an roceedin before the ***State
Commission TXT*** the FCC or another overnmental bod of com etent 'urisdiction

Element: a should be considered a Network Element for which unbundled access
should be re uired under 47 U.S.C. 251 c 3' or b should be made available b

state law.

1.5 Non-Discriminato Provision of Network I ts. Notwithstandin an other
rovision of the A reement this Amendmen Verizon tariff or SGA T Verizon

conditions th Verizon shall rovide
***CLEC Acr access to Network
Elements of vides itself. rs
subsidiaries ***CLEC T***
access to an t Technical
Verizon shal n of the Ne or ement

roves techn.. ovide *** ative
suitable arra **CLEC rovide
services and and sub
conditions as. ~lle access Inltlallv souont bv ***CLEC Acronvm TXT~

1.5.1 V' .

rd

LEC

me 0 0 access.o. .e...or" --,emen~s-,-

1.5.2 U in this TRO Attachment or t ement Verizon

re-conditions conditions limit or restrictions
ed to certifications and audit ***CLEC Acron m
ss Network Elements or Com Ina Ions of Network

emen s.

1.6 F twork Element Ver
Oi Connect Li
0 n Frame 0
a access to t
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2. TRO Glossary

Notwithstanding any other provision in the Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, the
following terms, as used in this TRO Attachmente ./l.meRge9 ./\.~FeemeAt, shall have the I
meanings set forth below:

2.1 Call-Related Databases.

Databases, other than operations support systems.. that are used in signaling networks I
for billing and collection, or the transmission, routing, or other provision of a
telecommunications service. Call-related databases include, but are not limited to, the
calling name database, 911 database, E911 database, line information database, toll
free calling database, advanced intelligent network databases, and downstream number

portability databases.

2.2 Combination.

The rovision of unbundled Network Elements in combination with each other
includin but not limited to the Loo and Switch in Combinations also known as
Network Element Platform or UNE-P and the Combination of Loo s and Dedicated
Transport (also known as an EEL).

2.3 Comminalina.

The connectin attachin or otherwise linkin of a Network Element or a Combination

~~~. ~_b~~~n_e~~a~~ ~w~o!~~ale ~~o.~ X~~IZS?D DU[SUant to anv other method other than
unbundlin under Section 251 c 3 of the Act or the combinin of a Network Element

~,:.~.-9~~~!~,?t~~~~Qf ~,etwo~k ~I~ment~. ~ith one or more such facilities or services.
"Comminole" means the act of Comminoling.

~2.4 Dark Fiber TransDort.

An unactivated optical transmission facility within a LATA, without attached multiplexing,
aggregation or other electronics, between Verizon switches (as identified in the LERG)
or w~ire
~5~{G){J) aR9 4+ G.F:.R. PaR 5~. Dark fiber facilities between (i) a Verizon w~ire
GQenter or switch and (ii) a switch or wYYire GQenter of ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** or a
third party are not Dark Fiber Transport.

~2.5 Dedicated TransDort. I

A DS1 or DS3 transmission facility between Verizon switches (as identified in the LERG)
or w~ire GQenters, within a LATA, that is dedicated to a particular end user or carrier

G.F:.R. PaR §~. Transmission facilities or services provided between (i) a Verizon wire
center or switch and (ii) a switch or wYYire GQenter of.***CLEC Acronym TXT*** or a
third party are not Dedicated Transport.

~2.6 DS1 Dedicated TransDort. I

Dedicated Transport having a total digital signal speed of 1.544 Mbps.

TR~ Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804-"J:Ro-AmeOOment- ReQjine-V3B-G4~G1=R{)'.AmeflGmen~eQjiAe-l.L20B I
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U2.7 DS3 Dedicated Transoort. l

Dedicated Transport having a total digital signal speed of 44.736 Mbps.

U2.8 DS1 Looo.

A digital tFaAsFRissieA SRaAAelhQQQ suitable for the transport of 1.544 Mbps digital
signals,- t~~t i~ ?:e',~::!,:~ .eA aA ~AetlAelee easis ~tlFStlaAt te 47 \:l.S.G. § ~§~ (s)(3) aAe
47 G.~.R. PaFt §~. .~S1 _LOOD~ !.ncl!'!Qe: Q!,!t are not limited to. two-wire and four-wir~
co er Loo s ca able of rovidin hi h-bit rate DSL services includin T1 services.
This loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time to time.
A DS-1 Loop requires the electronics necessary to provide the D8-1 transmission rate.

2-:072.9 DS3 Looo.

A digital tFaAsFRissieA sRaAAelhQQQ suitable for the transport of isochronous bipolar
serial data at a rate of 44.736 Mbps (the equivalent of 28 DS-1 channels) tRat is
~,:.~..'~.~.e ~A aAtlAetlAelee easis ~tlFStlaAt te 47\:l.S.G. § 2§~(s)(3) aAe 4': G.~.R. PaFt
a-1-. This Loop type is more fully described in Verizon TR 72575, as revised from time to
time. A DS-3 Loop requires the electronics necessary to provide the DS-3 transmission
rate.

2,.82.10 Enterorise Switchina.

Local Switching eF +aAeeFR S'::itSRiA~ that, if provided to ***CLEC Acronym TXT***
would be used for the purpose of serving ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s customers using
DS1 or above capacity Loops.

2-:-92.11 Feeder.

The fiber optic cable (lit or unlit) or metallic portion of a Loop between a serving wYYire
s~enter and a remote terminal or feeder/distribution interface.

~2.12 FTTH Looo.

A Loop consisting entirely of fiber optic cable, whether dark or lit, between the main
distribution frame (or its equivalent) in an end user's serving wire center and the
demarcation point at the end user's customer premises.

20:-+.:1.2.13 House and Riser Cable.

A .di.stributioq fac!litv .in ~~ri~o~n~s network. other than in a FTTH Looo. between the
minimum oint of ent "MPOEn at a multiunit remises where an end user customer is
!~c~ted ~~~. the d~ma~catiQn oo!nt for such facilitv. that is owned and controlled bv
Verizon.[+Ris sestieA iAteAtieAall~' left elaAk).

~2.14 Hybrid Looo.

A ~Loop composed of both fiber optic cable and copper wire or cable.

6-1-32.15 .Line Sharing.

The process by which ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** provides xDSL service over the same
copper Loop that Verizon uses to provide voice service by utilizing the frequency range
on the copper loop above the range that carries analog circuit-switched voice

IQ3~
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transmissions (the High Frequency Portion of the Loop, or "HFPL"). The HFPL includes
the features, functions, and capabilities of the copper Loop that are used to establish a
complete transmission path between Verizon's distribution frame (or its equivalent) in its
Wire Center and the demarcation point at the end user's customer premises~
includes the hi h fre uenc ortion of an inside wire includin an House and Riser
Cable) owned and controlled bv Verizon.

2.16 Line SDlittina.

The .hich one co ..rovides narro .rvice over the
low ortion of a co second com rovides xDSL
service over ~lle HFPL of the same LOOD,

2--:-1-42.17 Local Switching.

,

sometimes referred to as "Local Circuit Switch in " is the Network Element described

E.§.;.

i Local Switchin encom asses all line-side and trunk-side facilities Ius the
features functions and ca abilities of the switch. The features functions and
ca abilities of the switch shall include the basic switchin function of connectin
lines to lines. lines to trunks. trunks to lines. and trunks to trunks.

includes all vertical features that the. .able of
custom callin custom local area si es

~~~~~;:::. anI.! ,-,en~rex. as well as anv Technicallv Feasible customized routing
functions.

2.18 LOOD.

A transmission fac in Verizon's Wire
Center and the 10 contr
Loo at a custom n. T
includes all featur facilit e
features functions an ca a II res Inc u e u are no Iml e 0 ark fiber a

.those electroni ovision of advanced services such
er Line Access ronics and intermediate devices
s and load coils h the transmission ath to the end-

user customer Dremises.

~2. 19 Mass Market Switching.

Local Switching SF :J:aReem S'::itGRiR9 tRat \!eFi~sR sffeFs SR aR ~Rb~Relee basis
~~Fs~aRt ts 47 tJ.S.C. § 2a~(G)(3) aRe 47 C.p.R. PaFt a~, aRe that is provided to

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804+RG-Amefldment--M RedjiAe-V3B-MO8Q44oGTRO-Amendmenl-~eGliRe V2B I0326~ooG
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***CLEC Acronym TXT*** to serve ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s end user customers over
DSO Loops.

~2.20 Nonconforminq ~Element.

Any Network Element or Combination fasility that Verizon was providing to ***CLEC
Acronym TXT*** on an unbundled basis pursuant to the Agreement. this Amendment. or
a Verizon tariff or SGA T ~fieF te GsteeeF ~, ~QQJ, but which Verizon is no longer
obligated to provide on an unbundled basis under 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(3) and 47 C.F.R.
Part 51, whether by operation of tRe +RG, a subsequent ReRim~aiFmeRt finding Qf
non impairment issued by the [***State Commission TXT***] or the FCC, eF etRe:--.'..ise
(other than a findinq of nonimpairment that eliminates Verizon's obliqation to provide an
Network Element or Combination on an unbundled basis on a nationwide or statewide
basis: such chanqes in Verizon's obliqations are to be handled by amendment under
Section 1.3 of this Attachment and not throuqh the transition periods specified in
Section 3.8 of this Attachment. By way of example and not by way of limitation,
Nonconforming ~asilities Elements may include any of the following: (a) aRY ~Re~ReleEi
eeeisatee tFaRs~eFt eF eaFk fibeF fasilit~. tRat is Re leR§eF eRsem~assee '.'..itRiR tRe
ameReeEl teFms a~~lisable te QS~ QeElisatee +FaRs~eFt, QSJ Qeeisatee +FaRs~eFt, eF
QaFk ~ibeF +FaRs~eFti (b) DS1 Dedicated Transport, DS3 Dedicated Transport, or Dark
Fiber Transport on a Route or Routes as to which the [***State Commission TXT***] or
the FCC, on or after October 2, 2003, finds telecommunications carriers to be
non impaired without access to such facilities; (e) eRteFpFise S'.'..itSRiR§i (9.9) Mass I
Market Switching in any market in which the [***State Commission TXT***] or the FCC,
on or after October 2, 2003, finds telecommunications carriers to be nonimpaired without
access to such facilities; (e£) besal S'.':itSRiR§ s~bjest te tRe ~GG's fe~F liRe sa:--:e e~t
F~le, as eessFibeEl iR Im~lemeRtatieR ef tRe besal GemeetitieR PFe':isieRs ef tRe
+elesemm~RisatieRs .~.st ef ~999, GG Qesket ~Ie 99 98, ~ § ~GG RsEl J8~~ J~ (~999)
(tRe "~e~F-biRe Ga:--:e G~t R~leli (f) GGR bee~s aRe GGR QeElisatee +FaRs~eFt; (§) tl:le
~eeeeF ~eFtieR ef a bee~i (R) biRe SRaFiR§i (i) aR eeb tRat Gees Ret meet tRe se:--:ise
eli§ieility sFiteFia establisReEl iR tRe +RGi fj) any Call-Related Database, other than the
911 and E911 databases, that is not provisioned in connection with ***CLEC Acronym
TXT***'s use of Verizon Mass Market Switching as a result of a findinq of nonimpairment
in the precedinq subpart (b); (gk) Signaling that is not provisioned in connection with
***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s use of Verizon's Mass Market Switching as a result of a
findinq of nonimpairment in the precedinq subpart (b); ~(~I) other chanqes to the
scope of Verizon's obliqations as expresslv provided elsewhere in this Attachment~
bee~s (lit e~ ~Rlit) iR a Re'.': b~ilEl eR':iFeRmeRti (m) ~++I=I bee~s (lit eF ~Rlit) iR aR

GF afte~ GstebeF ~, ~QQJ, makes a §eReFal fiReiR§ ef ReRim~aiFmeRt.

20:-:1.+2.21 Packet Switchinq.

The routing or forwarding of packets, frames, cells, or other data units based on address
or other routing information contained in the packets, frames, cells or other data units, or
the functions that are performed by the digital subscriber line access multiplexers,
including but not limited to the ability to terminate an end-user customer's copper Loop
(which includes both a low-band voice channel and a high-band data channel, or solely
a data channel); the ability to forward the voice channels, if present, to a circuit switch or
multiple circuit switches; the ability to extract data units from the data channels on the
Loops; and the ability to combine data units from multiple Loops onto one or more trunks
connecting to a packet switch or packet switches.

2.22 "~~+E~I+IQ~I.l\.bb ¥ be~+ Bb.l\.~!K1Qualifvinq Service. I

I~OG
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been traditionall the exclusive or rima domain of the incumbent LECs includin but

gg~~i~~~.~- ~o. ~~c,a! ~~ghanae ~ervice. §uch ~s olain old teleohone services and local
~~~a- ~:[Y!~~.~Qd access services. such as diaital subscriber line services and high-=
capacity circuits.

~2.23 Route.

A transmission path between one of Verizon's w~ire G.Q.enters or switches and another
of Verizon's w~ire G.Q.enters or switches (eF,as a~~liGa9Ie, a Glass eF ~FeY~iA~ ef SYGR
tFaAsffiissieA ~atRs iA a ~aFtiGYlaF ffiaFket) within a LATA. A route between two points
(e.g., wire center or switch "A" and wire center or switch "ZOO) may pass through one or
more Verizon intermediate wire centers or switches (e.g., Verizon wire center or switch
"X"). Transmission paths between identical end points (e.g., Verizon wire center or
switch "A" and Verizon wire center or switch "ZOO) are the same "route", irrespective of
whether they pass through the same intermediate Verizon wire centers or switches, if

any.

2.,.202.24 Sianaling. I

Signaling includes, but is not limited to, signaling links and signaling transfer points.

~2.25 Sub-Loco for Multiunit Premises Access.

Any portion of a Loop, etReF tRaA a ~~F1 bee~, that is technically feasible to access at a
terminal in Verizon's outside plant at or near a multiunit premises. It is Aet teGRAiGally

Verizon's outside lant at or near a multiunit remises where a technician can accessI 

within to access the wirin in the multiunit remises. Such oints include but are notI 
limited to a ole or edestal the network interface device the minimum oint of entI 
"MPOE" the sin Ie oint of interconnection and the feeder/distribution interface.

2.,.222.26 Sub-Looo Distribution Facilitv.

The copper portion of a Loop in Verizon's network that is between the minimum point of
entry ("MPOE") at an end user customer premises and Verizon's feeder/distribution
interface.

2-:-232.27 Tandem Switching. I

The trunk-connect facilities on a Verizon circuit switch that functions as a tandem switch,
plus the functions that are centralized in that switch, including the basic switching
function of connecting trunks to trunks, unbundled from and not contiguous with loops
and transmission facilities. Tandem Switching creates a temporary transmission path
between interoffice trunks that are interconnected at a Verizon tandem switch for the
purpose of routing a call. A tandem switch does not provide basic functions such as dial
tone service. MCI Comment: Under FCC definitions this is included in local circuit
switchina -not clear that a seoarate definition is necessary. 7

2.28 Wire Center.

A buildina or portion thereof that serves as the premises for one or more switches and

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804-1=RG-Amef\Gme;l Redjir.e-JJ:J8-lJ4~fJG-TRG-~;lI:-MG1c-ReG1iRe-¥2B I
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related facilities. I

3. UNE TRO Provisions

3.1 1.QQQ.§.

3.1.1 Hi-Cap Loops. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or a
Verizon tariff or SGAT, as ef GGtebeF 2, 2QQJ:

3.1.1.1 DS1 Loops. Upon ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s '.'.'FitteR request,
Verizon shall provide ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with
nondiscriminatory access to a DS1 Loop on an unbundled basis
~AeeF .~l:Ie. .1\.FRe~ee.:. .1\.~:-eeFReAt iR aGGe.:-eaRGe '.'.'itl:l, byt eAly te
:~~ exteRt Fe~YiFee b)', 47 \d.S.G. § 2e~{G}{J) aRe 47 G.~.R.' P~Ft
&-1-.

3.1.1.2 DS3 Loops. Upon ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s '.'~FitteR request,
Verizon shall provide ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with
nondiscriminatory access to a DS3 Loop on an unbundled basis
~AeeF .~l:Ie. .1\.FRe~ee: .1\.~FeeFReRt iR aGGe:-eaRGe ':~itl:l, b~t GRly te
:~e exteRt Fe~\;IiFee b~', 47 \d.S.G. § 2§~{G}{J} aRe 47G.~.R.' PaFt
&-1-.

3.1.1.2.1 Cap on DS3 LOODS. ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** may
obtain on an unbundled basis a maximum of two (2)
DS3 Loops {eF r.&.'e {2} gSJ e~Yr:aleRts}at any single I
end user location. Any Loop previously made available
to ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** at said end user location
above the two (2) Loop cap shall as of the Amendment
Effective Date be considered a Nonconforming

Element~.

3.1.1.3 Nonimpairment. Without limiting any other rights Verizon Q!:
***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** may have under the Amended
Agreement or under Applicable Law, subject to the provisions of
Section 3.8 below, Verizon shall be under no obligation to provide
or continue providing ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with

nondiscriminatory access to DS-1 Loops or DS3 Loops under the
Amended Agreement at a specific end user location if the
[***State Commission TXT***] or the FCC finds that ***CLEC
Acronym TXT*** or CLECs generally are not impaired without
access to such DS1 Loops or DS3 Loops at such end user
location .{ ~F Glass eF ~Fe\;lf)iR~ ef leGatieRs iA a f)aFtiG\;IlaF FRaFket}. I
Any DS1 Loops or DS3 Loops previously made available to
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** at the subject end user location shall
be considered Nonconforming ~aGilities Elements iFRFReGiatel~' eR
~e ~ffe:~r:e Gate ef tl:le ReRiFRpaiFFReRt fi~subiect to
Section 3.8 below aRG tl:leFeafteF.

3.1.2 FTTH Loops.

3.1.2.1 New Builds. Notwithstanding any other provision of the
Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGA T, ***CLEC Acronym
TXT*** shall not be entitled to obtain access to a FTTH Loop (or
any segment thereof) on an unbundled basis where Verizon has

I u326~
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deployed such a Loop to an end user's customer premises that
previously was not served by any Verizon Loop.

3.1.2.2 Overbuilds. Notwithstanding any other provision of the

Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, ***CLEC Acronym
TXT*** shall not be entitled to obtain access to a FTTH Loop (or

any segment thereof) on an unbundled basis where Verizon has

deployed tR&-sufhGjeGt Loop parallel to, or in replacement of, an
existing copper Loop;- provided, however, unless Verizon retires

to
m

re ues. rovi e u er owever a I suc a- oop
replaces a copper Loop that Verizon has retired, and there are no
other available copper Loops or Hybrid Loops, tAeA iA

~~~~?,~~Ge '.-:'i~~ ~\;!~ :::':It te tAe e*teAt Fe~~iFee e~', 117 '=:I.S.G. §
2§~~G)(d) aRe 117 G.J;;:.R. PaR §~, Verizon shall provide ***CLEC
Acronym TXT*** with nondiscriminatory access on an unbundled
basis to a 64 kilobits Der second transmission path from Verizon's

serving w~ire G.Q.enter to the demarcation point at the end user's
customer premises capable of voice grade service over the FTTt!

!:QQQ.

3.1.3 Hybrid LOODS Generally:.

3.1.3.1 Packet Switchina. Notwithstanding any other provision of the

Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, ***CLEC Acronym
TXT*** shall not be entitled to obtain access to the Packet

Switching Ggapability of any Hybrid Loop on an unbundled basis. I

3.1.3.2 Broadband Services. Notwithstanding any other provision of the

Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGA T, as ef GGtebeF 2, 2QQJ.. I
when ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** seeks: access to a Hybrid Loop
for the provision of "broadband services," as such term is defined
by the FCC, then iA aGGeFeaAGe ' itA, b\;lt eAI~' te tAe exteAt

F~~\;!iFee b;', 117 '-,.S.G. § 2§~~G)~J) aRe 117 G.F;.R. PaR§~, Verizon
shall provide ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with access \;IAeeF tAe

.t..rneAeee ./\.~FeerneAtto the time division multiplexing features,

functions, and capabilities of that Hybrid Loop, including DS1 or
DS3 capacity (but only where impairment has been found to

exist), on an unbundled basis, to establish a complete

transmission path between the main distribution frame (or

equivalent) in the end user's serving w~ire G.Q.enter and the end
Iuser's customer premises. _This access shall include access to all

features, functions, and capabilities of the Hybrid Loop that are
not used to transmit packetized information.

3.1.3.3 Narrowband Services. Notwithstanding any other provision of the

Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, as ef GGtebeF 2, 2QQJ, I
when ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** seeks access to a Hybrid Loop

for the provision te its G\;IsterneF of "narrowband services," as
such term is defined by the FCC, then iA aGGeFeaAGe ' itA, b\;lt

~A~ ~e :~e exteAt Fe(:j\;liFee b~', 47 \:l.S.G. § 2a~ (G)(J) aRe 47
G.~.R. PaR §~, Verizon shall either (a) provide access \;IReeF tAe

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V38 040804:j:R~1,.M eG1iAe-V~B-0408G4,00G-"J:RG-Amef1fJrneflt~Ae-¥2B
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./1.R'leAeee .1\.~FeeR'leAt1o a spare home-run copper Loop serving
that customer on an unbundled basis, eF iA \!eFi~eA's sele

eissFetieAii QL(b) provide access ~AeeF tl=le .1\.R'leAeee .1\.~FeeR'leAt,
on an unbundled basis, to an entire Hvbrid LOOD caDable of a

voice-grade service i.e. e uivalent to DSO ca acit tFaASR'lissieA
~t~ eetl.::eeA tl=le R'laiA eistFie~tieA fFaR'le (eF e~~r:aleAt) iA t!":~;
Me ~seF's sep~iA~ '::iFe seAteF aRe tl=le eA~ ~seF's s\;lste:-:-:eF
pFeR'lises, using time division multiplexing technology.

3.1.3.4 Feeder. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or
any Verizon tariff or SGAT, as ef GsteeeF~, ~GG3, ***CLEC I
Acronym TXT*** shall not be entitled to obtain access to the
Feeder portion of a Loop on an unbundled, standalone basis. I

3.1.4 IDLC Hvbrid LOODS.

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement, Section 3.1.3,.'J. above, I
or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, if ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** requests, in order
to provide narrowband services, unbundling of a 2 wire analog or 4 wire

analog Loop currently provisioned via Integrated Digital Loop Carrier (over a
Hybrid Loop), Verizon shall,a~aAe te tl=le e*teAt Fe~\;IiFee e~' 117 I::J.S.G. §

I~e~(s)(3) aRe 117 G.~.R. PaR e~, provide ***CLEC Acronym TXT***
unbundled access to a Loop capable of voice-grade service to the end user
customer served by the Hybrid Loop.

3.1.4.1 Verizon will eAeea':eF te provide ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with

ill.an existing copper LoOPi GF-~a Loop served by existing
Universal Digital Loop Carrier ("UDLC"). where available: or
iii an unbundled TOM channel on the H brid Loo .Standard

recurring and non-recurring Loop charges will apply. In addition,
a non-recurring charge will apply whenever a line and station
transfer is performed.

3.1.4.2 Intentionallv Left Blanklf Aeitl=leF a seppeF beep AeF a beep se:--:ee
~~' I::JQbG ~ ~':ailaele, \!eFi~eA sl=lall, ~peA Fe~~est ef ***G'b~G

,AG~?~~'R'I ~:v.:t:**~,se~stF~st tl=le Aes~ssa~' se~peF beep eF t,JQbG
fasilitie~: IA ~eeitieR te tl=le Fates aRe sl=laF~es ~a~'aele iA
:~::~.:~e~ '::itl=l aRt~Ae~Relee beep se p~~':isieAee e~' \!eFi~eR,
~=?~!..eG .~.s~eA~'R'I :t:~:t:**~ sl=lall ee Fespe:~siele feF tl=le felle'::iR§
s!"':aF~es: (a) ~A eR~iAeeFiA~ ~\;Ie:--J' sl=laF~e feF pFepaFatieA ef ='
pF~?e ~\;Ietei (e) ~peA ***GbeG .1\.sFeA~'R'I :t:X:t:***'s s\;leR'lissieA ef
:Lf~R'I seAst~~.s~ieA eFeeF, aA eA~iRee~A~ '::eFk eFeeF AeAFes~FF:~~~
sl=la~~ei._a~e (s)seAstF\;IstieA sl=l~F~es, ::-:: set feRI=I iA tl=le pFise
~\;Iete. If.~l=Ie eFeeF is saAsellee e~'***GbeG .1\.sFeRYR'I :t:X::'=*** afteF
seAstF~~~ieA :::eFk l=Ias staRee, ***GbeG .1\.sFeR~'R:J :j:X:t:*** sl:1all ee
Fesp~Rsi~le feF saRsel!atieR sl=laF~es aRe a PF~- Fatee sl=laF~e feF
seRstF\;IstieR '::eFk peFfeFR'lee pFieF te tl=le saAseliatieA.

3. ~. 4.33.1.5 Verizon's performance in connection with providing unbundled Loops
pursuant to this Section 3.1 shall flGt:-be subject to standard provisioning
intervals or to performance measures and remedies, if any, contained in the
Amended Agreement or under ADDlicable Lawelse'::l=IeFe.

3. 1.6 Retire,men~ Of..~ODg~!::QQDS. Prior to retirina anv CODDer LOOD that has been
r~pl~ced with a.FTTt! LOOD. Verizon shall comDlv with (i) the network
disclosure reQuirements set forth in Section 251(c)(5) of the Act and in

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804-1=RG-~n edline-V38-0408Q4,00G-"j:R0-Ame00me~1 ~.~GI ReGliAe-¥'JcB
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3.2 Line Sharina and Line SDlittin~.

ef GsteeeF ~, ~ggd:

3.2.1 Line Sharing. Notwithstandin an other rovision in the A reement or an
Verizon tariff or SGAT. as of October 2. 20Q.;t

3.2.1.1 New Line Sharing. Verizon shall be under no obligation to

provision new Line Sharing arrangements under the Agreement
or this Amendment; provided, however, that as and to the extent

required by 471.:J.S.G. § ~a~(s)(d) aRe 47 C.F.R. SectionPaFt
51~, and subject to Section 3.8.3 below, Verizon e#ef:&-~
provide new Line Sharing arrangements on a transitional basis..2§.
~forth !P. Sections 3.2.1.2 and 3.ll-pI:lFSl:laRt te Fates, teFffis;

sl:leiest te ~GG ~FessFieee ~FisiR9 Fl:lles.
I
I
I3.2.1.2 Grandfathered Line Shariog. Any existing Line Sharing :

arrangement over a copper Loop or Sub-Loop in place with an
end user customer of ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** is hereby wHJ-Ge

Igrandfathered at existing rates, provided 1b£t ***CLEC Acronym
TXT*** began providing xDSL service to that end user customer
using Line Sharing over that Loop or Sub-Loop prior to October 2,
2003, and only so long as ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** ..-QLl!.§.

Isuccessor or assian. has not ceased providing xDSL service to
that end user customer at the same location over that Loop or

Sub-Loop.

3.2.2 Line' ition. On or Verizon shall rovide
** TXT*** wi e in Line Sharin over a

co een the 0 tober 2 2006 where
** m TXT*** be ervice to a articular end-

~/:~r7~~si~0~,..e:,..~~~~ ~_e!~;: 7~loUer ~~ '~.~~. g~ainnina on October 2. 2006.
Veri' .rovide ***CLEC Acron with the
abilit or this end-user custo new end-

~~;'~i~~S*.o.~~~r"'-~~":":_~~-~'::-~w:~ 2...~003 and 09;tober ,. LUUt). verizon shall
rovide ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** with access to Line Sharin in order to

serve Line Sharin customers obtained between October 2 2003 and
October 2. 2004 in the followina mann~

In e ec on a a e.

ctober 2 20 .

rtion of a co

I I

G32Q~fJGC ;

I"
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fit;,
te for the Loo

ber2 2006 .

rtion of a c
roved monthf

In e ec on co er .

3.2.3 Line S sa

FC
rele
acc
ach

~~~~:".:~i:U, :u_~~~n_~_I.n a. LI.n.e ~Dllt~\na ~onflauration an unbundled xQ~
..d to a collocated s ..ment

CLEC unbundled shared
locator connections an aval a e cross-connects

~~-~~-- ~.7[?Js_~n- coq_)tio!]s set forth in their InterconnectionA " ..'.

L
c
E

e
c
i
u
~';':i:r::~=~"' I I uv vast: vv-v-u ILl. alloWlna Tor locallurlsdictional and ass

difference§;.

3.2.3.1 Line S ...CLEC-Owned S ...

When a ***CLEC Acron
order or a s an a one Loo where * cron m or a
thi '. ." Verizo e

fen nts it u
in witchin I' ~~_-:::=:;~~v,~'-v cO~neCl!On E!JQ snail emolov a Daslc Installatio!]

"lift e in which the Verizon technician lifts the
Lo termination in the a licable Verizon Wire
Ce a new termination connection *** LEC
Acr its associated advanced servi vider's
coil in the same Wire Center utili
exi submittin an order for Line S for a
stan a one 00 were ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** or a Ird art
LEC is .." ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** or its

~~~~~iELeu. au~~nceu services orovider will orovide. on the
~~~i~~ o~~er. t~.~ aoorQoriate frame terminations that ar~
~edicat~~. to sclitters.Verizon shall administer all cross
connects/iumDers on the COSMIC/MOF and IOF.

3.2.4 Li "'. ..

I~~
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3.2.4.1

3.2.4.3 !~-~o!~! _a; it i~. ~~chpic§llv fe~sible. Verizon shall test and reDo£!

t!Ou~.I.~s for. all the f~atures. functions. and caDabilities of

conditioned co er Loo sand ma not restrict its testin to voice

transmission onlv.

3.2.4.4 ~~~[~ CL~~ Ac~onvm TXT is seekina access to the high

fre ortion of a c and

~erl~on C~~I~S that condluonlna tnat LOOD or ~ub-LoOD will

si .rade as defined in Section 51.233 of the FCC's

~u,~~~.~.:~ .volcelJa~d .s~rvices that Verizon is currently Drovidina

over that LOOD or Sub-LoOD. Verizon must either:

L2.4.4.1 ~oc~te another cQDDer loOD or coDDer Sub-LoOD that

ha.s b.een .or caD be conditioned. miarate Verizon'§

voic~~aDg ~~~ice to that LOOD or Sub-LoOD. and

rovide CLEC Acron m TXT with access to the

~iQh freQuency Dortion of that alternative LOOD or Sub-

LOOD: or

3.2.4.4.2 Make a showin to the State Commission TXT that the oriainal CODDer LOOD or coDDer Sub-Loo~

capn~t be. conditioned without sianificantlv dearading

~oi~eb§Dd §ervices on that LOOD or Sub-LoOD. as

~efine.d in Seg;tion 51.233 of the FCC's rules. and that

there is DO adiacent or alternative coDDer LOOD or

g;op~~rSub-LoOD available that can be conditioned or

to wbich the end-user customer's voiceband service

can be moved to enable Line Sharing.

3.2.4.5 If~ after~va!",,§tina Verizon's showina under Section r3.2.4.4.21

above the State Commission TXT concludes that a co er

Loop or coDDer Sub-LoOD cannot be conditioned without

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804-TP.O-Ame~ e4JiAe-V3B-04~TRG-Amef\dment-MQRed1iI'le-\£2B
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si " ..'. t

t vide
a
a din
*

new con I lone 00 or u -00 .

3.3 Sub-LoOD.

3.3.1 S r Access t ". ".

***CLEC r
or ouse and Riser

3.3.1 which shall su
V r'zon riff or SG
re ***CLEC
A XT*** ac

lliL__~~l@..§.1!2:!:QQ~ UDon reauest bv ***CLEC Acron"m
IXT***. Verizon Sh~;rl~,;::::";::::i-:-~~~~~~~~~ccess
to a House and Ri his Section 3.3.1.1 at
the rates and cha reement. Verizon shall

~~~~~~r L;aOle tor ***CLEC Acron,.;n

~~;~~~~R~~:~~~;;fA~;;~Y~~~~~~~~~QRiser Ca and the
demarca into It is not
technical a technician
must acc reach the
wirin wi In e ca e.

3.3.1.1.1 ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** must satisf the followin

~~~~f9;~~~r1D.9_~§.§..19-~1:!.Q!!§§:..§.n.QB~~Ie from Veri~

~::?!.J..J.,.1,L~~~~~~m-ThL:§hmUQ£e.!~
~~~~{q gross connect dis~I 
the oint of interconnection on such cable. I

i ~~~~!~e:~itbin cros~ connect d~

~~! ?,f interconnecti9JljfJb!6~
~~~~~he,,~~m.e [~om (not incl~
hallwa or within twelve 12 feet of such
QQi!Jt of interconneC!IQ!1

~~JL~~g~~~~~@.Q~,-~1£.Q.Acron m TXT*** shall install its facilities no

~~~~~~ fourteen (14) inches ofjJj§
oint of interconnection for such cable

~s otherwise aareed bv the p~~

~J.,1:1~_~L~~ Ac~on¥mTXT***'s fag~
~n_~t_~~ ~a,t~ac.hed~ o!herwise affix~
~cent tQ Verizon's faciliti~
~ipr!!ent. cannot cass throu9h-9l
~~!~~ .cen~trate Verizon's facili!~
e ui ment and cannot be installed so that

~~~g ~cron.vm TXT***'s facilities~
~ipment are located in a sDag~~

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804:J:RQ .J\.~ ed1j~Q408Q4,OOG-TRQ..Am&~~ReQJiIole-V2g IQ32e.,.'14,(joo
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Verizon clans to locate its facilities or
eQuicment.

3.3.1.1. 1.4 ~**~L_EC Acronvm TXT*** shall identify it§
facilities as those of ***CLEC Acronvm
TXT***.

3.3.1.1.3 ¥erizon s~~1~erform cutover of a customer to ***CLEQ

~~ron~m IXT*** service bv means of a House and
~is~r- C~b!~ s!,!biect to a neaotiated interval. Verizon
.spar ins!~11 a iumcer cable to connect the accrocriate
¥erizon House and Riser Cable cair to ***CLEC
~cronvm TXT***'s facilities. and Verizon shall
~etermin~bow to cerform such installation. ***CLEC
~cr.o.n.vm TXT*~*- §hall coordinate with Verizon to ensure
~~~! ~!!~S~ and Riser Cable facilities are converted to
~**CLEC ~g[onvm TXT*** in accordance with ***CLEC
Acronvm TXT***'s order for such services.

3.3.1.1.4 If ro er ***CLEC Acron m rXT*** facilities are not
~~§jI_a~l~ ~t the time of installation. Verizon shall bill
~-*-~!::~C Acronym TXT***. and ***CLEC Acronvm
JXI*~* §hall cav to Verizon. the Not Ready Charae set
forth in the Aareement and the Parties shall establish a
new cutover date.

3.3.1.1.5 Veri_zon shall cerform all installation work on Verizon
~9_t:!IQment in connection with ***CLEC Acronvm
!_>.<J~~'~ !,!se of Verizon's House and Riser Cable. All
~~*CLEC ~c~QnYm TXT*** eauicment connected to a
~~use and Riser Cable shall comclv with acclicable
industrv standards.

3.3.1. 1.6 ¥e[i~on shall recair and maintain a House and Riser
~~~Ie at the reQuest of ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***.
:**CLEC Acronvm TXT*** shall be solelv resconsible
for investiaatina and determinina the source of all
t[Qubles and for crovidina Verizon with accrocriate
d!scatch information based on its test results. Verizon
§hal! recair a trouble onlv when the cause of the trouble
is a Verizon House and Riser Cable. If (a) ***CLEC
~gronvm TXT*** recorts to Verizon a Customer trouble.
b ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** re uests a dis atch c

Verizon discatches a technician. and (d) such trouble
was not caused bv a Verizon House and Riser Cable in
whole or in cart. then ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** shall
cav Verizon the charae set forth in the Aareement for

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V38 040804:J:RG ./i.menGmeflt-M eejil'le-V3B-0408~G+RG-AmeOOmef\~eG1i~ I
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3.3.1.2

3.3. 1.2.1 Veriz~n has distribution facilities to the multiunit
remises and either owns and controls. or leases the

1::Iouse and Riser Cable at the multiunit oremises: ang

3.3.1.2,2 ***~L~C Acronvm TXT*** certifies that it will clace an

Q~der fo! ~cg~ss to ~n unbundled Sub-Looo network
~I~ment via the newlv crovided sinale ooint of
interconnection.

~3.3.2 Qistribution Sub-Looo Facility. Notwithstanding any other provision of the ~'i; ;
Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, iA aGGeF8aAGe '.'.'itR, 81:1t eAI~' te tAe i~::'.
exte~! Fe"1l:1iFe8 ~y, 47 '..' .S.G. § ~5~ (G)(3) aA8 47 G.~.R. PaFt '5~; upon site- ;;'"
specific request, ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** may obtain access to the ;"
Distribution Sub-Loop Facility at a technically feasible access point located
near a Verizon remote terminal equipment enclosure at the rates and charges
provided for Unbundled Sub-Loop Arrangements (or the Distribution Sub-
Loop) in the Agreement. It is not technically feasible to access the sub-loop
distribution facility if a technician must access the facility by removing a splice
case to reach the wiring within the cable.

3.4 Unbundled Local Circuit Switching.

3.4.1 General Reauirements. Verizon shall provide Mass Market Switching to
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** under the Amended Agreement iA aGGeF8aAGe '::itA,

&+. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement, this Amendment,
or any Verizon tariff or SGA T, as ef GGte~eF 2, 2003, with the exception of the
foregoing GeA8itieAai obligation to provide Mass Market Switching, Verizon
shall have no other obligation to provide any other form of Local Switching-Gf
:J:aAeeR=! S'.'litGRiAQ (such as Enterprise Switching) to ***CLEC Acronym
TXT***, and any Local Switching 8F :J:aAeeR=! S'.':itGRiAQ previously made
available to ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** shall be considered a Nonconforming
~asility Element that shall be subject to the transition provisions of Section 3.8 I

I032fJ044oo
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below. For the avoidance of doubt: (a) Enterprise Switching is a

Nonconforming Fasilitj' Element as of the Amendment Effective DateGsteeeF
~.an.~ s~a~l_be subiect to Section 3.8 below; and (b) Local Switching
subject to the FCC's Four-Line Carve Out Rule is a Nonconforming f:asility
Element by operation of law in effect prior to the Amendment Effective Date
and shall be subiect to Section 3.8 below.

3.4.2 Nonimpairment. Subject to the provisions of Section 3.8 below, Verizon shall be
under no obligation to continue to provide ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with

nondiscriminatory access to Mass Market Switching on an unbundled basis
under the Amended Agreement upon a finding by the [***State Commission
TXT***] or the FCC that requesting telecommunications carriers are not
impaired without access to Mass Market Switching in a particular market, or
where the [***State Commission TXT***] or the FCC has found that all
impairment would be cured by implementation of a transition plan for
unbundled circuit switching in a particular market.

3.4.3 Si~naling and Call-Related Databases. Verizon shall provide access to
Signaling and Call-related Databases under the Amended Agreement-iA

47 G.F.R. PaFt 5~. Specifically, notwithstanding any other provision of the
Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, as ef GsteeeF~, 2QQd, Verizon shall
provide Signaling and Call-Related Databases only in conjunction with the
provision of Local Switching eF :J:aAeeffi S'::itsRiA9 that Verizon is otherwise I
obligated to make available to ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** under the Amended
Agreement; provided, however, that Verizon shall continue to provide
nondiscriminatory access to the 911 and E911 Call-Related Databases-iA

47 G.F.R. PaFt 5~. Where Local Switching eF :J:aAGeffi S'::itSRiA9 associated
with a particular Signaling facility or Call-Related Database is or becomes a

Nonconforming_-F aGHfty~, the associated Signaling facility or Call-
IRelated Database associated with that Local Switching eF :J:aAGeffi S'::itsRiR9

facility shall also be subject to the same transitional provisions in Section 3.8
(except for the 911 and E911 Call-Related Databases, as noted above).

3.4.4 C '.. ..allows

here
Is to
zed
to the

atin at
izon
witch
XT***

~~.~~-:.~~~~.~~,::o!,,~el~.men~s. .~n llial !nSIance. upon reQuest bv ...CLEC
Acro .otiate the terms conditions and cost-
base ces as unbundled Network Elements.
Wher es to ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** on a
resal h services at Parit and on a Non-
Discrimlnatorv oasIs.

3.5 Unbundled Interoffice Facilities.---

3.5.1 General Reauirements. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement
or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, as ef Gstes8F 2, 2QQ3~ fa} Verizon shall I

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804-TRG-AmefIdme ReG1i~~4G8GA,eQ:;.TRG-Ame~nt-MG~ed1iI'le-¥2B
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provide Dedicated Transport and Dark Fiber Transport under the_Amendeg

2§~(G)(3) aA8 47 G.F:.R. PaFtM.

3.5.2 Dedicated TranSDo[!. GA-QF atteF GGteeeF 2, 2QQ3;-f}tlotwithstanding any other
provision of the Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGA T, aA8 iA aGGeF8aAGe

PaFt §~:

3.5.2.1 Upon ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s '.A:Fitte::-~request, Verizon shall

provide ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with nondiscriminatory access
to DS1 Dedicated Transport and DS3 Dedicated Transport on an
unbundled basis pursuant to the Amended Agreement. For the
avoidance of doubt: (a) a transmission facility or service between
a Verizon switch or wire center and a switch or wire center of
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** or a third party is not Dedicated
Transport; and (b) a transmission facility or service that uses an
aCn interface or a SaNET interface is not Dedicated Transport.
Subject to the provisions of Section 3.8 below, Verizon is under
no obligation to provide or continue providing the Nonconforming

p:aGilities-~ement~described in clauses (a) and (b) above under I
the Agreement or the Amended Agreement.

3.5.2.2 ~a.p.on Dedicated TransDQ£!. ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** may
obtain on an unbundled basis a maximum of twelve (12) DS3
Dedicated Transport circuits (or twelve (12) DS3-equivalents, e.g.
336 DS1s) on any single Route on which unbundled transport is
otherwise available. Any circuit capacity on that Route above
such twelve (12) circuit cap shall be considered a Nonconforming

~.ELemem.

3.5.2.3 ~onimDairment. Subject to the provisions of Section 3.8 below,

Verizon shall be under no obligation to provide or continue
providing ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with nondiscriminatory
access to DS1 Dedicated Transport or DS3 Dedicated Transport
on an unbundled basis under the Amended Agreement on a

i particular Route upon a finding by the [***State Commission! 
TXT***] or the FCC that requesting telecommunications carriers! 
are not impaired without access to DS1 Dedicated Transport or

DS3 Dedicated Transport, respectively, on the subject Route(s)
or on all Routes. Any DS1 Dedicated Transport or DS3
Dedicated Transport previously made available to ***CLEC
Acronym TXT*** on the subject Route(s) shall be considered

Nonconforming ~p:aGilitie5 iffiffie8iatel~' 8A tA8 eff8Gt}¥e

~ction 3.8 belo~.

3.5.3 Dark Fiber TranSDO[!. GRoeF atteF GGt8eeF 2, 2QQ3,-Rtlotwithstanding any other
provision of the Agreement or any Verizon tariff or SGAT, aA8 iA aGG8F8aAGe

PaFt §~:

3.5.3.1 Upon ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s '.A:Fitte::-,request, Verizon shall

provide ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with nondiscriminatory access
to Dark Fiber Transport on an unbundled basis pursuant to the
Amended Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, Dark Fiber

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804-1=RG-A edjiAe-V3g.0408Wooc+RG-Amefldmef!l-~eQliRe V2B
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Transport does not include a dark fiber facility between (a) a
Verizon switch or wire center and (b) a switch or wire center of
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** or any third party, and subject to the
provisions of Section 3.8 below, Verizon is under no obligation to
provide or continue providing such Nonconforming ~aGilitj'
Element under the Amended Agreement.

3.5.3.2 Nonimcairment. Subject to the provisions of Section 3.8 below,
Verizon shall be under no obligation to provide or continue
providing ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** with nondiscriminatory
access to Dark Fiber Transport on an unbundled basis under the
Agreement or the Amended Agreement on a particular Route
upon a finding by the [***State Commission TXT***] or the FCC
that requesting telecommunications carriers are not impaired
without access to unbundled Dark Fiber Transport on the subject
Route(s} or on all Routes. Any Dark Fiber Transport previously
made available to ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** on the subject
Route(s} shall be considered a Nonconforming ~aGility Element.
as ef tt:le effeGti':e gate ef tt:le ReRiffipaiFffieRt fiReiR§subiect to
Section 3.8 below.

3.6 Comminqlinq and Combinations.

3.6.1 Comminalina. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Agreement or any
Verizon tariff or SGA T, but subject to the conditions set forth in the following
Section 3.6.2, Verizon will not prohibit. and herebv cermits. the Q.Gommingling
of an unbundled Network Element or a GQ.ombination ef ~R8~Relee /llet'::eFK
EleffieRts obtained under the Agreement or Amended Agreement p~Fs~aRt te
47 bJ.S.G. § 2§~(G~~~~ aRe 47 G.~.R. PaFt §~, or under a Verizon UNE tariff
("Qualifying UNEs"), with wholesale services obtained from Verizon under a
Verizon wholesale or access tariff or separate non-251 agreement
("Qualifying Wholesale Services"), 8Yt eRlj' te tt:le e*teRt aRe se leR§ as
GeffiffiiR§liR§ aRe pFe':isieR ef SYGt:I /lletl::eFK eleffieAt (eF GGm8iRati:R ef
/llet:'.':GFK elemeRts~ is Fe~YiFee 8)' 47 bJ.S.G. § 2§~{G)~~~ aRe 47 G.~.R. PaFt
M. Moreover, ~~ tt:l~~*teRt aRe SG IGA§ as Fe~YiFee8Y 47 bJ.S.G. § 2§~{G){~)
aRe 47 bJ.S.G. PaFt §~, Verizon shall, upon request of ***CLEC Acronym
TXT***, perform the functions necessary to GQ.ommingle or combine
Qualifying UNEs with Qualifying Wholesale Services. Subject to Section
3.8.3 below, the rates, terms and conditions of the applicable wholesale or I
access tariff or separate non-251 agreement will apply to the Qualifying
Wholesale Services, and the rates, terms and conditions of the Amended
Agreement or the Verizon UNE tariff, as applicable, will apply to the
Qualifying UNESi f;J",~~'!geg, ,'-:s~':e':e..., tt:lat a RGRFeGYFFiR§ Gt:laF§e '::ill apply fGF
eaGt:I bJ/lle GiFGl:iit tt:lat is ~aFt sf a GGmmiR§lee aFFaR§emeRt, as set feFtt:l iRtt:le
PFiGiR§ ,l\.ttaGt:lffieRt te tt:lis ,1\.meRemeRt. +t:lis Gt:laF§e is iRteReee te effset
'.'eFi~GR'S Gssts Gf im~leffieRtiR§ aRe maRa§iR§ GGffimiR§lee aFFaR§emeRts.
Verizon shall not denv access to a Network Element or a Combination of
Network Elements on the arounds that one or more of the Network Elements
(i) is connected to. attached to. linked to. associated with. or combined with. a
facility or service obtained from Verizon: or lii) shares cart of Verizon's
network with access services or incuts for Non-aualifvina Services. When
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** curchases Comminaled Network Elements and
Qualifyinq Wholesale Services from Verizon. Verizon shall charae ***CLEC
Acronym TXT*** on an element-by-element and service-by-service rate.
"Ratcheting," as that term is defined by the FCC, shall not be required.
Qualifying UNEs that are GQ.ommingled with Qualifying Wholesale Services I

I03~6044OG
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are not included in the shared use provisions of the applicable tariff.
Verizon's performance in connection with the provisioning of GQommingled
facilities and services shall Aet-be subject to standard provisioning intervals,
or to performance measures and remedies, if any, contained in the Amended
Agreement or under Aoolicable La~else'.':l:\eFe. In addition. Verizon shall

with ***CLE TXT*** to ensur ional
cedures im to effect Commin ments

.: ,: :~a_v;,~_~~~~e 0.1115 I ~.~ ~~~agrlmern ana tne Aareement In advance
to address Verizon's orooosed tariff chanaes.

3.6.2 Service Eli ibilit Criteria for Hi. ort GertaiA

C.~mbinati~~s an~_Co!!!minalea l-aCllltles and Services. Notwithstanding any
other provision of the Agreement, this Amendment, or any Verizon tariff or
SGA T to the contrary:

3.6.2.1 Verizon shall not be obligated to provide:

3.6.2.1.1 an unbundled DS1 Loop in combination with unbundled
DS1 or DS3 Dedicated Transport, or GQommingled with
-9-DS1 or DS3 interoffice access transoort services;

3.6.2.1.2 an unbundled DS3 Loop in combination with unbundled
DS3 Dedicated Transport, or GQommingled with -9-DS3
interoffice access transoort services;

3.6.2.1.3 unbundled DS1 Dedicated Transport GQommingled with
DS1 channel termination aSGess service;

3.6.2.1.4 unbundled DS3 Dedicated Transport GQommingled with
DS1 channel termination assess service; or

3.6.2.1.5 unbundled DS3 Dedicated Transport GQommingled with
DS3 channel termination service,

~~~~£t::: ~~: .e~~~Rt aRe 58 18R~ as \!eFi~8R is Fe~\;JiFee ~i' 47
\::I.S.G. § 2§~(s)(J) aRe 47 G.P:.P.. Part §~ t8 e8 58, aRe t~eR R8t
unless and until ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** certifies in writing ~
email or letter) to Verizon that ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***'s fGF
easl:\ QS~ SiFS\;Jit 8F QS~ e~\;Ji'~aleRt SiFS\;Jit tl:\at it is iR compliance
with each of the Hiqh-Cao EEL service eligibility criteria set forth
in Section 3.6.2.247 G.p:.R. § §~.J~8. Anvthina to the contrarY in
tqis.~ectiQn 3.6.2 notwithstandina. ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***
~hall not be reauired to orovide certification to obtain access to
~.wer c~oacitvEELs. other Combinations or individual Network
Elements. ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** must remain in compliance

I
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with said service eligibility criteria for so long as ***CLEC
Acronym TXT*** continues to receive the aforementioned
combined or GQommingled facilities and/or services from Verizon.

IThe Hiqh-CaD EEL service eligibility criteria shall be applied to
each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent circuit. If the circuit is,
becomes, or is subsequently determined to be, noncompliant, the
noncompliant circuit will be treated as a Nonconforming
Element~ subject to the provisions of Section 3.8 below. I
The foregoing shall apply whether the circuits in question are
being provisioned to establish a new circuit or to convert an
existing wholesale service, or any part thereof, to unbundled
network elements. For existing circuits, the CLEC must re-certify
in writing for each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent within 30 days of
the Amendment Effective Date. Circuits not re-certified shall be

Nonconforming ~asilitie5Elements.

3.6.2.2 Hi EEL Service Eli ibilit Criteria:

3.6.2.2.1 ***~~EQAcronvm TXT*** has received state

~e~ification ~o DrQvige local voice service in the are~
bein served or in the absence of a state certification
re uirement has com lied with re istration tariffin .
filin fee or other re ulator re uirements a licable to
the rovision of local voice service in that area. Verizon

~erebY a~kn~~I§dqes that ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***
b~~ r~ceive~ state certification sufficient to satisfy thi§
criteria: and

~.6.2.2.2 The .f~llo~ina criteria are satisfied for each

c~m~!ned/~oQJ~inaled circuit. includina each DS1
~[CUi~~~~~~S1 EEL. and each DS1-eauivalent circuit
on a DS3 EEL:

~6.2.2.2. 1 Each DS1 circuit to be Drovided to each
cu.stome! will be assianed a local number
p~iorto the Drovision of service over that
circuit: and

~,6.2.2.2.2 EacbDS1-eauivalent circuit on a DS3 EEl:
must have its own local number
a§§ianment. so that each DS3 must have
at !east 28 local voice numbers assiqned
to it: and

~6.2.2.2.3 E~ch DS1 circuit used to Droyidelocal C31!
oriqination service will have 911 or E911
capability Drior to the Droyision of service
oyer that circuit: and

3.6.2.2.2.4 Each DS1 circuit to be Drovided to each
customer will terminate in a collocation
a[ranaement that meets the reQuirements
of Section [3.6.2.2.31: and

3.6.2.2.2.5 Each DS1 circuit to be Droyided to each
customer will be served by an

I
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interconnection trunk that meets the
reQuirements of Section r3.6.2.2.41: and

3.6.2.2.2.6 Eor each 24 DS1 EELs or other facilities
havinQ eQuivalent cacacitv. ***CLEC
Acronvm TXT*** will have at least one
active DS1 local service interconnection
trunk that meets the reQuirements of
Section r3.6.2.2.41: and

3.6.2.2.2.7 Each DS1 circuit to be crovided to each
customer will be served bv a switcQ
capable of switchinQ local voice traffic.

3.6.2.2.3 ~ .co]oc§tion arranaement meets the reQuirements of
this Section r3.6.2.21 if it is:

3.6.2.2.3.1 Established cursuant to section 251 (c)(6)
of the Act and located at a Verizon
premise within the s~~~ LAiA~~'***CLEC
Acronvm TXT***'s customer's premises.
when Verizon is not the collocator' and

3.6.2.2.3.2 Located at a third Darty'S premises within
the same LATA as ***CLEC Acronvm
TXT***'s customer's premises. when
Verizon is the collocator.

3.6.2.2.4 ~n iqtergQnnection trunk meets the reQuirements of this
Section 3.6.2.2 if ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** will
tra!]smit the callina Dartv's number in connection with
calls exchanQed over the trunk.

~3.6.2.3Each written certification to be provided by ***CLEC Acronym I
TXT*** pursuant to Section 3.6.2.1 above must contain the
following information for each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent: (a)
the local number assigned to each DS1 circuit or DS1 equivalent;
(b) the local numbers assigned to each DS3 circuit (must have 28
local numbers assigned to it); (c) the date each circuit was
established in the 911/E911 database; (d) the collocation
termination connecting facility assignment for each circuit,
sl=le'.'.'iR~ tl=lat tl=le GelleGatieR aFFaR~-:A=leRt '::as establisl=led
~YFSYaRt te 47 Y.S.G. § ~§~{G){e), aRe Ret ~RaeF a ~eeeFal
GelleGatieR taFiff; (e) the interconnection trunk circuit identification
number that serves each DS1 circuit. There must be one such
identification number per every 24 DS1 circuits; and (f) the local
switch that serves each DS1 circuit. When submitting an ASR for
a circuit, this information must be contained in the Remarks
section of the ASR, unless provisions are made to populate other
fields on the ASR to capture this information.

3.6.2.4 Q!her than the HiQh-Cap EEL service eliQibilitv criteria set forth in
this Section 3.6.2 Verizon shall not im ose terms and
conditions. includinQ without limitation. pre-audits and

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804::r:RG-Amefldmefl ed1ifle-¥3B-.Q40804eecTRG-,4.r~eAG~eAt ~.~G+-Red1j~ I
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~::.uireme.nts- to_o_urchase soecial access and then convert tQ
~~~s. on ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s ourchase of Hiah-Caoa~j!y

£fu,.

ment: MCI
Sections 3.

not necessaril onl i

d.e.~.d+l:le :.I:1:.~~es. teF GeR':eFsieRs aFe as s~eGitiee iR tl:le PFiGiR~ .1\.ttaGl:lme:-,t
te tl:lis .1\.meRemeRt aRe a~~I~' teF eaGA GiFG~it GeR':e~:~e..

d.eo~. 4IJRtii S~GI:I time as \!eFi~eR im~leFfJeRts its .1\.~Pc eFi':eR GeR':eFsieR
~FeGeSS iR tl:le east, GeA':eFsieR et aGGess GiFG~its te ~Re~Relee
~~et:.':eFk eleFfJeAts '.-:ill ee ~eFtElFmee maA~all~' ~~Fs~aAt te
\feFi~eA's GElA':eFsieA ~~ieeliAes. +l:Ie effeGti'.;eoeill sate teF
GeA':eFsieAs is t~e tiFstef :~e meAtl:l fElIIEl'.-liA~ \!eFi~eA's FeGei~t ef
aA aGG~Fate aRe Gem~lete .1\.~Pc eF eleGtFeRiG Fe~~est feF
GeA'!eFSieA ~~Fs~aAt tEl \!eFi~ElA'S GeA'.'eFsieA ~~ieeliAes.

~./J..II ./J..~~ e~i:'eAGeR':eFsieA Fe~Yests ':!ill Fes~lt iA a GAaA~e iA GiFG~it
ieeAtitiGatiElR (GiFG~it IQ) fFElFfJ aGGess te 1J~le eF IJ~!= te aGGesso If
s~.GI:I GI:I~A~e iR GiFG~it IQ Fe~~iFes tl:lat tl:le affeGtee GiFG~it(s) ee
Fe~.?.~~e:.' tl:leA a Feta~ fee ~eF GiFG~it '.-:ill a~~I~' as s~eGifieeo iA tl:le
~FiGiA~ attaGI:IFfJeAt.

3-,6,.2-,6./J..1I Fe~l:Je~t~ feF _GeA':eFsieAs '.-:ill ee l:IaAelee as a ~FejeGt aRe '.-:ill ee
exGll:Jeee fFeFfJ all eFeeFiA9 aRe FlFe'.'isieAiA~ ':-:':~~FiGs.

~3.6.2.5. -No more freauently than everv twelve (12) calendar
!!lQ!l!h§.GAGe FIeF GaleAeaF ~'eaF, Verizon may reQuest. on thirtv
(3Q) dav advanced written notice. obtain and pay for an
independent auditor to audit ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s
compliance in all material respects with the HiQh-Cao EEL

Iservice eligibility criteria a~FlliGaele te eebs. Any such audit shall
be performed in accordance with the standards established by
the American Institute for Certified Public Accountants, and may
include, at Verizon's discretion, the examination of a sample
selected in accordance with the independent auditor's judgment.
To the extent the independent auditor's report concludes that
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** failed to comply with the Hioh-Cao EEL
service eligibility criteria feF aA~' Q~~ eF Q~~ e~~i'.'aleAt GiFG~it,
then & ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** must convert all noncompliant
circuits to the appropriate service, true up any difference in
payments to the initial date of non-comoliance, make the correct
payments on a going-forward basis: and (ii) Verizon shall orovide
~~ tbe indeoendent auditor tor its verification a statement of
¥eri.zon's out-ot-Docket costs of comolvinQ with anv reQuests of
th~ ipdeoeogent auditor. ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** shall then
r~imbu[se Verizon for its out-ot-Docket costs within thirtv (30)
gav§ after the auditor's verification of the same. ,Feime~Fse
'./eFi~~R teF tl:le eAtiFe Gest Elf tl:le al:Jeit '.-:itl:liA tl:li~~' (dQ~ says afteF
FeGei\.'iR9 a statemeRt ef SYGI:I Gests fFem \!eFi~eRo Should the
independent auditor confirm ***CLEC Acronym TXT***'s
compliance with the service eligibility criteria feF eaGA Q~~ eF Q~~ I

I ~6G44QG
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e~!;Ir-,aleAt siFs!;Iit, then ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** shall provide to
the independent auditor for its verification a statement of ***CLEC
Acronym TXT***'s out-of-pocket costs of complying with any
requests of the independent auditor, and Verizon shall then
reimburse ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** for its out-of-pocket costs
within thirty (30) days of the auditor's verification of the same.
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** shall maintain records adequate to
support its compliance with the service eligibility criteria for each
DS1 or DS1 equivalent circuit for at least eighteen (18) months
after the service arrangement in question is terminated.

3.6.3 Combinations.

3.6.3.1 ***CLEC Acron m TXT*** ma at its a tion combine a Network

~Ieq:!e.nt ~it~ anv other Network Element to the extent
!.~gq~~I!v Feasible. Verizon. however. mav not reQuire
***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** to combine Network Elements.

3.6.3.2 Iq a~dition to O~e~DQ each Network Element individuallv. Verizon
~hall:. UDon ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***'s reQuest. cerform the
functions nece§sarv to combine Network Elements in anv !"\
man.n.er. ~¥eoif ~hose Network Elements are not ordinarily R,!
:om~ipe~. in Ve[izQn's network: crovided. however. that such
Combination i is Technicall Feasible' and ii would not
g~dermine toe ~Qilitv of other carriers to obtain access to Network
~Ieq:!ent§ ~[ !g jnterconnect with Verizon's network. If Verizon
~enie~ ...CL~Q Acronvm TXT*** access to anv Combination
basedona c-,~i!I] that it is not Technicallv Feasible. Verizon must

rove to the ...State Commission TXT*** that the re uested
~Q~bln _at!on is not Technicallv Feasible. If Verizon denies
*~*~L~C b:cronv!I] TXT*** access to anv Combination based on a
claim th~t it would undermine the abilitv of other carriers to
~c~es~ ~~twQrk_Elements or to interconnect. Verizon must crave
to the ...State Commission TXT*** that the re uested
Combin2tiQn would imcair the ability of other carriers to obtain
ac~ess. to Network Elements or to interconnect with Verizon's
network.

3.6.3.3 U on ***CLEC Acron m TXT***'s re uest Verizon shall erform
tqe functions necessarv to combine Network Elements with
elem!nt§ ~os§essed or orovided bv ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** in
any Technicallv Feasible manner.

3.6.3.4 ~XC.~Dt ~hen reQuested bv ***CLEC Acronym TXT***. Verizon
shall nQt secarate reQuested Network Elements that Verizon
currently combines.

3.7 Routine Network Modifications.

3.7.1 General Conditions. IF! asseFeaAse '.--,itA, b!;lt eRI~' te tAe exteRt Fe~!;IiFee by, 4.:
I::J.S.G. § 2:5~(S)(d) aRe 47 G.F:.R. PaFt 5~, Verizon shall make ~~routlne
network modificationsjQ; at tAe Fates aRe sAaF~es set ~eFtA iR tAe PFisiR~
.A:tt~s~~eRt te tAis ."~~eReFReRt, as aFe Resessa:-'j te peFFRit assess by
***GbE:G .t\.sFeR~'FR :J:X:J:*** te tAe M.Y..Loop, Dedicated Transport, or Dark
Fiber Transport facilities used bv ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** a'.'ailable tlReeF
tAe .t\.FReReee .".~FeeFReRt (including. but not limited to. DS1 Loops and DS1

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V38 040804+RG-Ame edliAe--V38-04~{)G-"J:RQ.Amef!dment-MG+-ReeliRe \!2B I
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Dedicated Transport, and DS3 Loops and DS3 Dedicated Transport), where
the facility has already been constructed. ¥erizon shall cerform all routi~

~~~ro~~~~~~g~~~~;~~~~ :~ng~qdl~.d L~o~. Qedi~ateg Transcort. and Qgr!s.Fiber Trans ort facilities in a nondiscriminator fashion without re ard to
whether the facilit bein accessed was constructed on behalf or in

~C:~:~d_~~:~~ ~ith t~e ~~egifigations. of anv carrier. Routine network
modifications applicable to Loops~Dedicated TransDort. or Dark Fiber
Transport may include, but are not limited to: rearranging or splicing of fR-
pjaGe-cableat e~istiR8 splise PSiRts; adding an equipment case; adding a
doubler or repeater; ,~~in~ a smart iack: addina a line carg~_installing a

repeater shelf; E!l9..deploying a new multiplexer or reconfiguring an existing

GaGIe. Routine network modifications also inclgge. but are not limited tQ.

~~;I~;:~e~r,!o"';L.~~~I~ ;:*CLE.c..A.c[~nvm JXT*** to obtain acce§.§.
applisaeleto Dark Fiber J"QQps and liaht Dark Fibe[ Transport, Routin~
network modifications may ~iRSI1J8e, but are not limited to, spiisiR8 sf iR
~Ia~e 8afl~ Reef at e~istiR~ ~ Psi:",t~accessing manholes; deploying
bucket trucks to reach aerial cable; or i_n§tallina eauicment casing§-aAQ
fslJtiRe asti':ities. if aR'~ RA~,.j~,.j +~~..~hl~ ***~; ~~_.~~:~~ :-~':;~:*~ ,. .-

,A.meR8e8 .".8feemeAt. Routine network modifications do not include the
construction of a new Loop or new Transport QLfasilities, tfeRsRiR8, tRe
pIJlliR8 sf saele,the installation of new aerial,..QI buried, Sf IJR8ef8fsIJRG-_cable
for ~**CLEC Acronvm TXI:::a--,r~~lJestiR8 teleSSmmlJRisatisRs s8ffief, SF tRe
plasemeRt sf Re':: GaBIe.

3.7.2 Performance Plans. Verizon's performance in connection with the provisioning
of Loops or Transport (including Dark Fiber Transport) for which routine
network modifications are necessary shall oot-be subject to standard I
provisioning intervals, or to performance measures and remedies, if any,
contained in the Amended Agreement or under Acclicable Lawelse'.':Refe.

3.8 Transitional Provisions for Nonconformina j;;:aGmtjesElemeo!.§.

3.8.1 NO~~~~~!~mentFindinas -Switching. ~ tRe e~~eRt fe~lJife8 e~' 47 IJ. S. G. §
~a~ ~S)~d) aR8 47 G.~.R. ,[JaR 5:J-,Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** will
abide by the following transitional procedures with respect to Mass Market
Switching and Enterprise Switching:

3.8.1.1 ~ass Market Switching. Upon a finding by the [***State

Commission TXT***] or the FCC that no impairment exists in a
particular market with respect to Mass Market Switching, Verizon
will continue accepting orders under the Amended Agreement for
Mass Market Switching for a transitional period of five (5) months.

Thereafter, Verizon shall be under no obligation to accept new
orders for Mass Market Switching. Counting from the effective I
date of the [***State Commission TXT***]'s or FCC's order finding
no impairment in a particular market or markets, but not includina

I~~.~~.~vs. d~rina which such order is staved, ***CLEC Acronym
TXT*** shall submit orders to Verizon to migrate the embedded
base of its end user customers in the subject market off of
Verizon's Mass Market Switching product to any other switching
service or product made available by Verizon, subject to Section
3.8.3 below, under separate agreement, or to ***CLEC Acronym
TXT***'s own or a third party's facilities, in accordance with the
following schedule: (a) ~bv the end of month 13, ***CLEC I

I 03~~
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Acronym TXT*** must submit orders to migrate one-third of its
embedded base of end user customers; (b) ~QY the end Qf I
month 20, ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** must submit orders to
migrate one-half of the remaining embedded base of end user
customers; and (c) ~bY the end of month 27, ***CLEC I
Acronym TXT*** must submit orders to migrate the remainder of
its embedded base of end user customers. For purposes of the

foregoing schedule, customers already in a "rolling" transition
plan established by the [***State Commission TXT***j or the FCC
shall not be included in the embedded base. For the avoidanc~
of doubt Mass Market Switchin i rovided under this Amended
A reement to new customers orderin service within the five-
month transitional eriod s ecified above or ii rovided for the

~~,e~~d~g..b_~s:~-,d~[~~a the mi~ration ceriod scecified a~

~..i~h~i~~:_~~-~?to ca¥.~s. ~e s!,!biect to the rates in eff~
under the A reement as of the da before the effective date of
the order findin no im airment in a articular market or markets.

3.8.1.2 §ntercrise Switching. Verizon will provide ***CLEC Acronym
TXT*** with at least thirty (30) days advance written notice of the
date on which Verizon will cease provisioning Enterprise
Switching to ***CLEC Acronym TXT***. Verizon agrees to
continue provisioning Enterprise Switching to ***CLEC Acronym
TXT*** under the terms of the Amended Agreement during a
transitional period, which transitional period shall end on the ~
Lbat}s t.hree (3) months after th~ 6mendment Effective Date.

~~inni~a op toe Amendment Effectiv~ QGate set feftl:\ iA tl:\e
A~ti~e. BegiAAiAg JaAtlaF~' ~, 2QQ4,-***CLEC Acronym TXT***
shall have ninety (90) days in which to submit orders to Verizon
to migrate its embedded base of end user customers served by
Verizon's Enterprise Switching product to any other switching
service or product made available by Verizon, subject to Section
3.8.3 below, under separate agreement, or to ***CLEC Acronym
TXT***'s own or a third party's facilities.

3.8.2 N~~~gDf~r~inaE~ ~~Iements --Gene[~. Except as addressed in the I
limited circumstances described in Section 3.8.1 above relating to a finding of
no impairment, Verizon will notify ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** in writing as to

any particular unbundled facility or element_previously made available to I
***CLEC Acronym TXT*** that is or becomes a Nonconforming
E ..all
i ribe
t to
t ch
i er
I
s lement

ach
C

e
~,[g~ r .=.-~-_'==""""'_'--~"V"~g""'I""llca",,,,~u\"'1 .
Nonconformi .rovided' the CLLI codes associated with the

1~9;a.~io~~~at WI'!C" eac".s!,!~"Nonconformina Element is crovided. if .
..ion reasonabl available to Verlzon

t each instance of a Nonconformin
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~I::~~~!:~~at Verizon intends to have covered bv the notice orovided undeJ:
this section.

3.8.2.1 If the Transition Notice identifies a si nificant number of
Nonconformin .more than one hundred Loo s or
rpo!e tha~~.~~.~u~a[~g uealcated Transoort circuits) ***CLEC
Acron m TXT*** shall have a transition eriod of nine
after recei t of the Transition Notice within which to s
Qfthe ~I.ternat~ ~.ervice 8rranaements soecified below with
res .Element. If ..n Notice
do mber of No
EI undred Loo than one
hun re e Ica e rans 0 circuits ***CL cron m TXT-*
shall have a transition eriod of thirt t of the
!ran~itiop Notice within which to soecifv one of the Alternat~
~ervice ~rra.nae~ents soecified below with resoect to each
Noq~onformiqgElement. In either case. Verizon aarees to
co~~in~e ~r.ovigina the Nonconformina Elements that are the

.of the Transition Notice duri .e transition
and thereafter to the extent iven

terna ive Service Arran ement un er e ra es erms and
§Qnd}tio~s ~f th~ Aa~~ement. as if the same were in effect as of ." ",'
~~e gay b~~ore- ~h~ eff~ctive date of the leaal authority on which
the Transition Notice is based,

3.8.2.2 B the end of the a licable transition eriod s ecified in section

~.8.?.~. a~ov~..***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** shall desianate one of
~~e follo~ina Alt~native Service Arranaements for each
Nonconformina Element identified in the Transition Notice.

3.8.2.2. 1 ~-~~v~!sion to Access Service: ***CLEC Acronvm
ID.~*** mgV elect to convert a Nonconformina Element
tQ tb~ analoaous access service. if available. Where
the ~onconformina Elements are converted to an
a~~IQgQU§ access service. from and after the date on
which Verizon orocesses ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***'s
orger, Ve[!zon shall orovide such access services at the
~~t~§ ~~ol!cable under the term clan selected by
***CLEC ~cronvm TXT***. and in accordance with the
ter~s and conditions. of Verizon's aoolicable access
!ariff. ~ith the effective bill date beina the first day
followina the date on which Verizon orocesses ***CLEC
Acronvm TXT***'s order. Conversion to an analoaous
g~~ess service shall be accomolished via the aoolicable
LSR or ASR orocess. or with resoect to a sianificant
number of Nonconformina Elements. via letter and
spreadsheet, which will be coordinated bv the Parties
on a oroiect basis. Until the date on which Verizon
processes ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***'s order with
resoect to a oarticular Nonconformina Element and
converts it to the analoaous access service. Verizon
~grees to continue orovidina such Nonconforming
Element under the rates. terms. and conditions of the
Aqreement. as the same were in effect as of the day
before the effective date of the leaal authority on which
the Transition Notice is based.

IGJ2$Q4,4GG
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3.8.2.2.2 ~g~~~!sion to. Resale Arranaement: ***CLEC Acron~m
~XT*** ~av elect to convert a Nonconformina Elemem
to a resale arran ement either under the A reement or
otherwise if available. Where the Nonconformin
~Iement~ a!e cQnv~rted to such a resale arranaement.
~~~~. ~n~ ~fter the date on which Verizon orocesses
:**~LEC ~cronvm TXT***'s order. Verizon shall orovid~
such..~~sale ar[~ngements under the rates. terms. and
con~iti~~s ~~olic~ble under the this Aareement (or if
a licable the relevant Verizon tari with the effective
~!II ~ate beina the fi[stdav followina the date on whicb.
~erizon ~ro£esses ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***'s order.
Conver§!on to a resale arranaement shall be
~cc~~olishedv!a the aoolicable LSR or ASR orocess,
~~ with rf!soect to a sianificant number of
N~p~on~?r.mina EI~ments. via letter and soreadsheet,
~hi~h ~i-,1 be coordinated bv the Parties on a oroiect
~.~~~'- ~ntil the date on which Verizon orocesses
***C.LE.C 8£ronvm TXT***'s order with resoect to a
parti~ular Nonconformina Element and converts it to a
resa!~.arranaement. Verizon aarees to continu~
~rovidina ~uch ~Qnconformina Element under the rates.
terms: an~ conditions of the Aareement. as the same
~er~ in ~ffe~t as of the dav before the effective date Qf
~he le~al authoritv on which the Transition Notice is
based.

3.8.2.2.3 Qonversion to Alternative Verizon Service

Arranaemeqt: ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** and Verizon
~.av mutuallv aaree to convert a Nonconforming
Element to some other service arranaement (e.G.. a
~eparate. aareement at market-based or other rates).
Conver~!o.n tQ sQme other service arranaement shall be
~c~~m~lished via a orocess to be mutuallv aareed-uoon
~v the earti~s. Until the date on which the conversion
~~ c~mpleted oer the terms aareed-uoon bv the Parties.
Xerizon aarees to continue orovidina such
Non~~nformjng Element under the rates. terms. and
cond}~\ons. of !he_Aareement. as the same were in effect
as~f t~e dav before the effective date of the leaal
authority on which the Transition Notice is based.

3.8.2.2.4 ~isconnection of a Nonconformina Element: ***CLEC
8cronvm TXT*** mav elect to disconnect a
~onconformina Element. Disconnection of a
Non£ooformina Element shall be accomolished via the
a~plj~able LSR or ASR orocess. or with resoect to a
§ignificant number of Nonconformina Elements. via
~tt~r and soreadsheet. which will be coordinated bv the
Parties on a oroiect basis. Billina for such
~oncooformina Element shall cease as of the effective
gate of disconnect soecified bv***CLEC Acronvm
I~T*** in its order (which date shall be no earlier than
fifteen (15) days from the date of ***CLEC Acronvm
TXT***'s order. Until the date on which Verizon"--"
processes ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***'s disconnect order

IOJ.26G4,4eG
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Pricing Attachment to the TRO AmendmentAttachment

1. General

1.1 As used in this Pricina Attachment:

1.1.1 "Services" means and includes any Network Element or other service, facility,
equipment or arrangement, provided pursuant to this Amendment; and,

1.1.2 "Charges" means the rates, fees, charges and prices for a Service.

1.2 Charges for Services provided under the Amended Agreement shall be those set forth in
Exhibit A of this Pricing .L\.ttaGRffieRtExhibJiand in the Amended Agreement (including
any cross references therein to applicable tariffs~). ~arties intend that the Charge§
set forth in Exhibit A reflect the rates and ch tate
Commission ~XT*** or the FCC. The Cha
Exhibit shall be automaticall su erseded b an new ar e s w en suc new

.or the FCC
new

diction. For
I..;naraes p VI e In x I I 0 IS rlclng ac men at do not
include a specific rateGRafge, if aRj', whether marked as "TBD" or otherwise, Verizon is'" developing such Charges and has not finished developing such Charges as of the

Amendment Effective Date. ',~-!:~':~~~::.fi~e~fiRisRes ee':el::~iR9 6~GR a GRafge,\!~fi~eA

***Gb~G .~_G~QR'_'m rxT*** ~~,4 ***r"'1 {;(" ~ ~~,.- T~";';**:~':"-;-':~~.:-.,-,-'~-' -":-'.
,,_':'.-;-~:::'_--~~,.~I_.:'-.'" '.~:'~.:. '-'-..J.II 1--.1 bAal1 ~a~' ~e ':eA~eR, fef

AetiGe te ***Gb~G .".GfeA~'ffi +x+*** aRe tRe~eaftef..

Ge~ft ef GefR~eteRt j~fi6eiGtieR.

4-41.3 In the absence of Charges for a Service established pursuant to Sections 1.2 tRfe~9R
~of this Pricinq Exhibit~.ttaGRffie,;,~, the Charges for the Service shall be mutually
agreed to by the Parties in writing. ~ithin thirty (30) days after the Amendment Effective
D§t~. .X~riz~~ shall p[ovide to ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** the cost data necessary to
~st~~lis~ a ~harae where§ §cecific rate for such Charae is not reflected in Exhibit A so
!bat ~he P~rties~~~ neao~ate a mutuallv aareeable rate. If after sixtv (60) davs after
!pe A~~nd~eDt Effective Date. the Parties have not mutuallv aareed to such Charae(s).
!be!} e!th~r Party mavs§ek resolution and determination of such Charae(s) with the
***State Commission TXT***.

I~6~OG
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MCI Version 38 040804 with rescect to a carticular Nonconformina Element.

Verizon aarees to continue orovidina such
Nonconformina Element under the rates. terms. and
cond}tions of the Aareement. as the same were in effect
as of the day before the effective date of the leaal
authority on which the Transition Notice is based.

3.8.2.2.5 Transfer of Service to ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** or a
Third Party: ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** mav elect to
reclace a Nonconformina Element with a service
crovisioned on ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***'s own
facilities or those of a third-Dartv. With reSDect to such
NQnconformina Elements. Verizon shall cooDerate fullv
with ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** to accomDlish a
seamless transition that does not affect service aualitv.
availability. or Derformance from the end user
perspective. Verizon and ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***
shall use commercially reasonable efforts to exDedite
the preDaration of the relevant facilities or the
apclicable third-Dartv facilities to meet the transition
schedules. Until the date on which Verizon orocesses
***CLEC Acronvm TXT***'s transfer order with reSDect
to a carticular Nonconformina Element. Verizon aarees
to continue crovidina such Nonconformina Element
under the rates. terms. and conditions of the
Aqreement. as the same were in effect as of the day
before the effective date of the leaal authority on which
the Transition Notice is based. orovide that to the extent
undue delays in the transfer Drocess are attributable to
***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** or the third-Dartv. Verizon
shall have the riaht to obtain an eQuitable adiustment in
the rates oavable bv ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** for all
time periods resultina from such undue delays.

3.8.2.3 At the end of the acclicable transition oeriod soecified in 3.8.2.2.
if ***CLEC Acronvm TXT*** has not desianated an Alternative
Service Arranaement for a Nonconformina Element listed in the
Transition Notice. Verizon may convert such Nonconforming
Elements to an analoaous access service. if available. and
provide such access services at the month-to-month rates. and in
accordance with the terms and conditions. of Verizon's aoDlicable
access tariff. with the effective bill date beina the first dav
followinq the aDDlicable transition oeriod: orovided that if no
analoqous access service is available. Verizon may disconnect
such Nonconformina Elements.

=l=Re Pafties askRe'.'ileege tRat SijSR Retise '::as issijee pfief te tRe exeSijtieR ef tRis
./\,FReRemeRt '::itR fespest te seftaiR ~leRSeRfefFRiR9 Fasilities. QijfiR9 a tfaRsitieRal
pefiee ef tRifti' (3Q) eays ffem tRe eate ef SijSA Retise, \!eficeR a9fees te seRtiRije
pfe':ieiR9 tRe ~leRSeRfefFRiR9 Fasilities aeefessee iR tRe sijejest Retise(s) te ***Gb~G
,/\,SfeRym =l=X+*** ijReef tRe tefms ef tRe ./\.FReAeee ./\,9feemeRt. ./\,t tRe eRe ef tRat tRi:-+:;
f~n\ .-4~" no"~..1 "...1" ***("'11:("' l!."""nurnTYT***h~~ ~llh~itton~r-L-L~/i~~,--, --I , , '-'-"/'" "" ,,-- -~~,.,"'-~ -,. --., -, .'-", --

aRalegeijs assess se:--:ise, if a':ailaele, ef if Ae aAalege\;lS assess se:--:ise is a'iailaele, te
S\;lSR etRef se:--:ise aFfaRgeFReRt as ***Gb~G ./\.SfeAym =l=X=I=*** mai' Ra':e sepafatel~'
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3.8.3 Limitati.op ~ithRe§Dect to Substitute Service§.. Notwithstanding any contrary
provision in the Agreement, this Amendment, or any Verizon tariff or SGA T, to
the extent a Nonconforming Element~ is replaced, in whole or in part,

Iby a service, facility.. or arrangement that Verizon is not required by 47 U.S.C.
§ 251(c)(3) and 47 C.F.R. Part 51 to provide, including without limitation an
analogous access service (a "Substitute Service"), any negotiations regarding
the rates, terms or conditions of such Substitute Service shall not be deemed
to have been conducted pursuant to this Amended Agreement or 47 U.S.C. §
252(a)(1) (or 47 C.F.R. Part 51), and the rates, terms, and conditions of any
such Substitute Service shall not be subject to arbitration pursuant to
47U.S.C. § 252(b). Verizon does not agree to negotiate pursuant to 47 U.S.C.
§ 252(a)(1) the rates, terms, or conditions of any Substitute Service. Any
reference in this Amended Agreement to Verizon's provision of a service that
Verizon is not required by 47 U.S.C. § 251(c)(3) QLaAG-47 C.F.R. Part 51 to I
provide is solely for the convenience of the Parties and shall not be construed
in a manner contrary to this Section 3.8.3.

3.9 Conversion of Network Elements and Services.

MCI Comment: Sections 3.9.1 throu ved to this
location from former Sections 3.6.2.3 from
CombinationsiCommin fin .Conve~ s alone without
involvina looo!transoorl Combinations.]

3.9.1 The charges for conversions are as specified in the Pricing Exhibitl1,ttaGRffieRt to
this TRO Attachment ,l1.ffieR8ffieRt and apply for each circuit converted.

3.9.2 Until such time as Verizon and ***CLEC Acronym TXT*** mutually aQree on an
automated iffi~leffieRts its .".SR 8Fr:eR conyersion process iR tRe east,
conversion of access circuits to unbundled Network Elements will be
performed manually on a project basis~~Fs~aRt te \!eFi~eR's GeR':eFsieR
9~i8eliRes. The effective bill date for conversions is the first of the month
following Verizon's receipt of a written reQuest from ***CLEC Acronvm TXT***
reasonabl identi in the circuits or other facilities that are the sub.ect of the
conversion reQUestR aGG~Fate aR8 Geffi~lete .".SR eF eleGtFGRiG Feq~est feF
GGR'.'eFSiGR ~~Fs~aRt te \!eFi~GR'S GGR':eFsieA 9~i8eliRes.

TRO Amendment MCI Redline V3B 040804+P.G .A.~eAGmeAt-M ed1iAe-V3B-G408~RG-~T4GIReGliAe \!~g I
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3.9.3 ,/i.II ,t\.SP. sFi':eA seA':e~~i~'" r~~..~~." ,.,;11 r~_..I..:- -_L -.." ..

3.9.4 For so lona a~AU-requests for conversions ~§.@ handled via a manugJ
process as a project.Jh§:.Y.-aAf1 will be excluded from all ordering and
provisioning metrics.

3.9.5 U TXT...'s re .hall convert a wholesale

wholesale se uivalent Network Element or
I 5 ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~..8~ ~ A q r e e m ~n!-,- J,lnl§.§

oth .reed to in writin b the Parties such conversion shall be
com a manner so that the correct Char e is reflected on the next
billi fter ...CLEC Acron m TXT...'s re uest.

3.9.6 Verizon shall conversion from a wholesale service or rou of
wholesale services to a Network Element or Combination of Network
Elements without adversel .the service' .
~.CLEC Acronvm TXT...'s custom~

3.9.7 In connection with an conversion between a wholesale service or rou of

~~sn~~ ~/:~~::S":~~I ~~~~_o!~_E!emen~ o~_~ombination of Netw~Elements Verizon shall not im ose an untariffed termination char es.
Further Verizon shall not im ose an disconnect fees re-connect fees or
char es associated with establishin a service for the first time in connection
with an conversion between a wholesale service or rou of wholesale
~rvices and a Network Element or Combination of Network Eleme~

.~8Q4.eGG+RG-Amefldmen~ReeliRe V28 I~
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